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Materials handling Stockholding efﬁciency
German steel stockholder Friedrich Kickerer has invested €45 million in
a new Kasto automated warehouse operation. Andrew Allcock visited
and has this report
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Aerospace Optimised to perfection
Starrag Group’s ‘Turbine Technology Days’ annual gathering does what
it says on the tin. If turbine blade or blisk machining is your interest,
this is right on target. Machinery attended
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Two metalcutting machine tool suppliers have added HP’s plastic parts’
additive manufacturing technology to their armoury. Andrew Allcock finds
out more
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We take a look at the now improving fortunes of the North Sea basin and
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part manufacturing for the nuclear industry – outline the current small
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Additive ambitions
Plastic and metal additive manufacturing (AM) are beginning to make
their mark more generally in the metalcutting market that Machinery
covers. Not yet, perhaps, by their use, but certainly their increasing
availability.
Global machine tool making giants Yamazaki Mazak (wire-arc &
blown powder AM, both combined with subtractive machining), DMG
Mori (blown powder combined with machining & powder-bed only) and Trumpf (blown
powder & powder bed) are developing their own technology and promoting it to their
global audiences, although news of UK industrial case studies is thin. Matsuura and
Sodick (both combining powder bed & machining) are also global players but do have
local installations – the first UK industrial installation of a Sodick OPM250L additive/
subtractive machining unit was recently made (https://is.gd/azoxun). In the main, the
latter two are focused on mould tool manufacture.
But what is changing is the snapping up of AM machine agencies by UK-focused
machine tool distributors. Four instances were noted at MACH 2018: XYZ Machine
Tools and Matsuura, both opting to take on HP’s, currently plastics, AM equipment; and
Geo Kingsbury and MT Squared, both opting for metal AM, although the former is going
for powder-bed technology from AddUp, which has a mould tool heritage, while MT
Squared has taken on Gefertech’s wire-fed arc-welding equipment that is able to make
parts weighing up to three tonnes. That these UK agents are taking on such technology
means they see a place locally for AM within the metalcutting audience that they serve.
The use of AM to produce mould tools/inserts is a longstanding one (see this 2010
article: https://is.gd/tataje), if not broadly applied here. But, bypassing mould tools
altogether, the high volume production of what previously would have been injectionmoulded parts by AM is now a reality through HP’s technology, as well as that offered
by new company Evolve (p22). And HP has an ambition to make the production of one
million parts/machine cost-effective versus injection moulding. The manufacture of jigs
and fixtures using the process is seen as a key target in this market by HP today, as
our cover story reveals (p10), but part production does have resonance – XYZ itself is
using HP equipment to do so, as we highlight.
Metal AM is more easily understood as a complement to metalcutting machine tool
agents’ offerings, but that they feel confident to take it on is a clear signal of the
process’s coming of age. The speed of the metal AM process has always been an
issue – wire-fed arc-welding is the fastest – but inkjet printing of liquid metals is already
a reality, and that will speed up manufacture of smaller precision metal parts. Israel’s
XJet has made installations of its liquid metal AM units (p22), while HP is promising
metal AM in addition to its plastics’ processing capability. ■
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News round-up

New metals processing centre unveiled

Queen’s University Belfast has
opened a new £7.5m advanced
manufacturing technology facility.
Based at the Northern Ireland
Technology Centre, it is part of the
Centre for Intelligent Autonomous
Manufacturing Systems, a research
programme that is leading
innovation in new technologies for
advanced manufacturing.

UK and worldwide car and
aerospace manufacturers are to
benefit from new metal processing
and casting techniques, following
the opening of the Advanced
Metal Processing Centre (AMPC)
at Brunel University London.
The AMPC, which was officially
opened at the Brunel Centre for
Advanced Solidification
Technology (BCAST) on 13 June,
has been funded by £15m from
the UK government.
The centre provides a massive
boost for manufacturers to work
with Brunel on large-scale R&D
activity, enabling innovations to
make the leap from the lab to fullscale industrial trials.
It will help to develop future
engineers, designers, scientists
and materials specialists, and to
accelerate automotive
lightweighting through the
deployment of high performance
aluminium alloys and innovative
technologies.
The AMPC’s 1,500 m² working
space, in a bespoke building on
Brunel’s campus in Uxbridge, is

https://is.gd/xarapu

A team of engineers is working
together at the Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre
(AMRC) to drive forward capabilities
for manufacturing composite
components in ways not currently
available in the supply chain. The
team will be the driving force behind
relevant capabilities that will be
used by the AMRC and partners to
bolster the UK’s position as a leader
for composites and aerospace.
https://is.gd/amafac

The Advanced Forming Research
Centre (AFRC) has agreed a tier
one partnership with software
platform BitzList. The pair are
developing a technological platform
for the creation of a smart factory.
https://is.gd/izaxaw

Boeing Portland has visited the
Advanced Manufacturing Research
Centre (AMRC) to see the R&D work
that will support operations at
Boeing Sheffield. The facility is the
first to be built in Europe for the
firm, who chose Sheffield because
of it longstanding partnership with
the AMRC and investment in R&D

Voith has unveiled a robot
specifically designed to assist
humans. Called Panda, the robot
has human-like capabilities and
high resolution sensitivity in
all seven joints. It offers high
performance operation, can be
programmed within minutes
and can provide a complete
workspace covering kinematics
and “excellent” precision.

https://is.gd/netexe

https://is.gd/otiziv

Almost 600,000 manufacturing jobs have been lost in the UK in the
past decade, according to an investigation by trade union GMB. The
figures, which were discussed at the union’s manufacturing conference in
Brighton on 3 June, show that 599,100 jobs in the sector disappeared
between 2007 and 2017 – a fall of 17%. GMB says that the UK
supported 3.5 million permanent and temporary manufacturing jobs –
more than 12% of the all British employment – in 2007. However, by
2016 the figure had slumped to just 2.9 million, or 9.2% of the total.
https://is.gd/oyohab

8

the second phase of BCAST’s
scale-up facility, following on from
2016’s launch of the Advanced
Metal Casting Centre (AMCC).
Professor Zhongyun Fan,
director of BCAST, said: “The
AMPC is a hugely important
investment for both BCAST and for
our current and future research
partners.
“BCAST’s long-term aim is to
reduce the amount of new metal
mined from the ground to a
minimum. So it is essential that

we continue to be able to find
even better ways of creating high
quality components and systems.”
Prof Buckingham, Brunel’s
vice-chancellor and president,
added: “The AMPC represents the
next major step in establishing a
light metals research park in the
south-east corner of our campus
and this cluster of facilities has
created an unrivalled research
zone in Europe for the type of
research we’re doing.”

Schuler has supplied the ﬁrst high
output laser blanking line of its
kind to North America’s SET
Enterprises. SET will use the
laser blanking line
that has a
combined laser
power of 12 kW
to produce
blanks for
exposed and
unexposed
automotive
stampings,
beginning in 2019.

Initially set up to deliver complex,
low tolerance machining support to
Grainger and Worrall’s own cylinder
heads and engine castings, the
facility now works directly
with OEM customers,
delivering precision
machined parts to
global customers.

https://is.gd/hidowi

Diversiﬁcation into electriﬁcation
and body in white is enabling the
in-house machining facility at
Grainger and Worrall (pictured) to
boost turnover – contributing up to
£8m to the group’s overall figures.

https://is.gd/igikav

https://is.gd/
vureki

A workshop held at
the Advanced
Manufacturing Research
Centre (AMRC) was attended by
45 engineering specialists from
Ceratizit Group companies. They
had the opportunity to share
insights and hear the thoughts of
Rolls-Royce and the AMRC about
the future direction of aerospace
manufacturing. https://is.gd/loliki
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Eclipse Magnetics has appointed
Richard Leach to the sales team in
the role of regional export sales
manager for filtration. His principal
job responsibility will be to ensure
the efficient operation of the Eclipse
Magnetics industrial filtration range
in mainland Europe and
Scandinavia. https://is.gd/wisema
A technology solutions group has
secured a globally recognised
business management standard
treble (above). SYS Systems and
Zoller UK, both part of the Carfulan
Group, have been re-certified to ISO
9001:2015. OGP UK – another
business in the group – was
successfully re-certified in August
2017. https://is.gd/depuqu

Recent additions to XYZ Machine
Tools service team brings the
numbers of engineers up to 18 and,
the firm has also recognised the
expertise of Julia Aggett, who, after
eight years in the sales office, has
been promoted to customer
services manager. Aggett’s
promotion is in recognition of her
excellent administration skills.
https://is.gd/woyuto

Warwick Machine Tools will go
forward concentrating exclusively
on providing pre- and post-sales and
service support for the Excetek CNC
wire-cut EDM machine tools brand in
the UK and Eire. The move follows
an “exceptional” 12 months of
business, with repeat and new
customer orders and enquiries for
the range. https://is.gd/nodamo
Seco Tools UK’s most recent
‘Inspiration through Innovation’
Manufacturing Best-Practice Event,
held at the company’s Technology
Centre in Alcester, pulled in more
than 700 visitors over its two days.
Main highlights included
11 machining demonstrations,
nine seminars, and more than
50 technical partners exhibiting.
https://is.gd/zolawu

Doosan 5-axis model
The Doosan DVF 5000 5-axis machining
centre (right) is a rigidly built machine
equipped with an 18.5 kW/12,000 rpm
directly-coupled spindle (18,000 rpm
built-in option). Available initially with
the Heidenhain iTNC640 control, FANUC
and Siemens will be available later in
the year. https://is.gd/wajoye

Robust zero-point system suits welding duties
Roemheld’s ‘SPEEDY connect’ zero-point clamping system boasts fast-closing
clamping elements equipped with integrated electronic monitoring of clamping
status and can be used in welding environments. htttps://is.gd/uzimos

Union Tool solution for drilling into angled surfaces
The UTDF two-fluted coated carbide flat-bottom drilling line from Union Tool can be
used on angular, radial and other irregular surfaces. It is available in diameters
from 2 to 12 mm and plus sizes for predrilling M4-M12. https://is.gd/imufan

Latest Alphacam delivers nesting performance boost
Tests on Alphacam 2018 R2’s new nesting engine show a 17% improvement in
material yield. https://is.gd/uvujof

FANUC welding robot has large capacity, small footprint

T W Ward CNC Machinery has
expanded its UK nationwide network
of business managers. The firm has
appointed Chris Smith (pictured) as
area business manager for the
South West. https://is.gd/gosafe
Matsuura Machinery has
appointed Joseph Bellis to the role
of additive manufacturing sales and
technical specialist. He says that it’s
a “hugely exciting time” to be in
additive manufacturing.

Renishaw has run a series of
workshops for year-six pupils
at Llwynypia School in Tonypandy,
South Wales. The company involved
parents and offered dedicated
training to teaching staff to develop
knowledge and confidence in
teaching 3D printing technology. The
project began with a twilight training
session for Llwynypia School
teaching staff to introduce them
to 3D printers for classroom or
after school club use.

https://is.gd/oraciy

https://is.gd/koquge

https://is.gd/vobacu
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Product pick 10

Group Rhodes is celebrating
the dedication of a
number of its staff,
after introducing a
10-year long-service
award. Twenty-four
employees have
been presented
with a certificate and
gift for achieving 10
years+ long service.
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FANUC’s ARCMate 100iD/10L welding robot is set to make automated welding
more viable for manufacturers that have compact floor space, but large
workpieces. Suitable for parts larger than 1,500 mm, the robot’s footprint is
around 343 by 343 mm. https://is.gd/esuquf

Coolant development is “greatest in a generation”
Fuchs Ecocool Ultra-Motive is the “greatest development in soluble metalworking
fluids for a generation”. Unaffected by new CLP labelling regulations, it offers higher
performance than competitor or previous Fuchs offerings. https://is.gd/odicuz

Narrow slotting cutter avoids numerous problems
The Kennametal Narrow Slotting (KNS) cutter avoids issues such as inconsistent
slot widths, fumbling with awkward screws and inserts on a slotting cutter, or the
use a piece of shim stock. https://is.gd/cexoqu

Self-centring vice for parts 44 to 95 mm in diameter
Roemheld’s PC80Z self-centring vice is available in a new, two-in-one version that
accepts the manufacturer’s optional round inserts – cylindrical parts or billets from
44 to 95 mm in diameter can be clamped. https://is.gd/enibav
Vericut boasts tool library connection
CGTech Vericut V 8.2 includes a seamless interface with the
Sandvik Coromant CoroPlus ToolLibrary. https://is.gd/lirele

Multi-tasking centre for parts up to 1.5 m long
The NTX 3000 2nd Generation multi-tasking centre (left) offers
simultaneous 5-axis CNC machining of complex workpieces up to
1.5 m long from 102 mm diameter bar. https://is.gd/vudolu
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focus of its injection moulding challenge are the
company’s high volume Multi Jet Fusion 4200/4210,
which can print fully functional parts up to 10x faster and
at lower cost than others’ technology (see extended
online article for more detail), but there are a range of HP
units available (see later).
He continues: “In order to penetrate that
[metalcutting] market sector, the easiest solution is to
identify high quality CNC manufacturers that are selling
into that sector already, cutting metal. They have a
substantial customer base, knowledge and experience
that will allow them to sell 3D printing.” And the
companies offer entry-level CNC machinery right up to
multi-axis, sophisticated production equipment, so the
breadth of company in scope is broad, he also observes.
In the UK, XYZ Machine Tools (https://is.gd/kufaha)
and Matsuura Machinery (https://is.gd/voxovu) are the
first such companies to take on HP’s plastics 3D printing

Fast
HP business manager, 3D
printing, Paul Gately, holding
a part that falls within
his ‘golden nugget’ ideal
component envelope

At the MACH 2018 exhibition held earlier this year, plastics
3D printing expert HP made its debut appearance at the
biennial event, but it is two machine tool suppliers that will
be bringing the technology to this sector. Andrew Allcock
reports (extended online: https://is.gd/urepul)

technology, but this approach has already been rolled out
elsewhere in Europe – France, Spain, Italy and Germany –
and in the USA. Indeed, it is being spread world-wide,
Gately says. Both UK companies operate across the
whole of the UK and Ireland, there is no geographical
split, but a web-based ‘deal registration’ system for
authorised resellers is employed to tie reseller and
potential customer together for a period of time.
Where this model of operation has been rolled out,
Gately says it has been “very successful…everybody’s
making money” and he says that HP “is now in the
business of producing end-use parts; low volume plastic
components, typically in Nylon 12 [HP’s PA12]”. In the
CNC metalcutting sector, he says that jigs and fixtures are
prevalent, including inspection tooling and drill guides, but
adds that aluminium and other soft metal parts have
been replaced by 3D-printed plastic parts in PA12.

MATERIAL DIFFERENCE

W

hy is plastics 3D printing firm HP partnering
with sellers of CNC metalcutting equipment XYZ
Machine Tools and Matsuura? “We see an
outstanding opportunity for low volume production of
plastic parts [instead of through injection moulding],” is
HP business manager, 3D printing, Paul Gately’s
response. He is the individual that “onboarded” the two
companies, in fact. The HP machines that are the main

10

Apart from its technology difference (see online article),
the company is also different to others in the way it
approaches the machine/material supply issue. As Gately
explains: “Historically, additive manufacturers sell
equipment, but they are also a single source of supply for
the materials. HP has come to the market and turned it
upside down; our business model is on the lines of a
CNC or injection moulding equipment supplier. We sell the
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equipment then go to the material manufacturers, BASF,
Evonik etc, and certify their materials for our platform
[more than 50 companies are now engaged in HP’s Open
Materials Platform]. That enables end users to go into
our marketplace, a web portal available later this year,
and to select the manufacturers they want to work with,
what material and see what the cost is. Upon order, the
material will be automatically shipped to the user.”
As to what parts might be made, at the MACH
exhibition the company had air ducting on display, door
brackets, as well as jigs and fixtures – the latter a key
interest area at MACH, it is reported. (And with the
300/500 series of Multi Jet Fusion 3D printers able to
print different colours, wear on location pads can be
highlighted through changing colour, he highlights.) But
Gately explains his ‘golden nugget’ rule in highlighting the
target for the high volume 4210 unit on display. This
applies to parts of about 25 mm diameter with complex

on offer via a print-on-demand approach.
With that level of part production already notched up,
the availability of the technology to engineering
companies clearly comes with a strong track record.

SPEED WINS XYZ OVER
Speaking about his company’s relationship with HP and
his hopes for the technology, XYZ Machine Tools’
managing director Nigel Atherton told Machinery: “XYZ
Machine Tools is treating its entry into the 3D printing
technology arena in partnership with HP and its Multi Jet
Fusion system the same as with any of its machine tools.
It is fully committed to developing this technology and
highlighting the benefits that it can bring, in terms of
volume production, as opposed to the more familiar/
perceived role in the R&D and prototype environments.
“We were first approached by HP in December 2017
and then a team of XYZ engineers spent some time at

XYZ Machine
Tools put on this
demonstration at
its Burlescombe
location recently,

plastic parts push
geometry – he instances a gear. To machine it using a
CNC machine would be time consuming; to injection
mould it would be costly, in terms of tooling, especially
where there are undercuts requiring additional mould
tool inserts. To 3D print it costs £1, with in excess of
1,800 parts produced per build, and a build taking
about 10 hours. A recycling station recycles any unused
or unfused powder that can be reused/reheated in the
next build. “The break-even volume would be about
100,000-110,000 parts per year [versus injection
moulding for the 4210]. HP’s goal is to get [that] to
about 1 million parts per year from one machine and
two build units. To date, we have made more than three
million parts since we launched the printer [Multi Jet
Fusion 4200 in 2016].”
HP itself is a user of its own technology; some 50%
of plastic parts in the 4200 series and over 140 parts
inside the new Jet Fusion 300/500 Series are produced
via its 3D printing technology – believed to be the
largest number of 3D-produced parts in any finished
product in the world. And the company is going through
its whole product line to identify plastic parts that can
be 3D printed. It is also replacing many aluminium jigs
and fixtures with 3D-printed parts. HP will be a growing
customer for its own technology, clearly. And a huge
opportunity for the company is spare parts, says Gately,
with the elimination of large spare parts stockholding
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the HP Barcelona Research Centre to learn more, and
once we’d seen this new technology striding through the
most complex of engineering tasks (and at such speed),
we all knew at once that we couldn’t ignore this and we
took delivery of our first machine in February. While we
were all aware of 3D printing technology, we use it daily in
the production of our machine tools, we had not seen
anything this quick. The speed of the HP Multi Jet Fusion
system makes 3D printing a more than viable production
method, not to mention the accuracy and complexity. This
was clearly no longer just a prototyping
process.”
And he points out that build speeds
are up to 4,115 cm3 per hour for the
4200/4210, which compares
extremely favourably when compared
to conventional material extrusion
or laser sintering processes. For
example, in an 82-hour cycle the
HP Multi Jet Fusion process
created 27,300 gear components,
compared to 1,000 and 2,160
using the other techniques,
making it a truly productionorientated process.
To get to the same surface
finish as an injection-moulded part

using a 3D-printed
link (below) to
suspend a
machine weighing
2.4 tonnes
(above) –
something with
which a
metalcutting
audience could
easily identify
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LEAD FEATURE PLASTIC 3D PRINTING COMES TO THE METALCUTTING WORLD

A series of parts
that HP’s
technology is
capable of
producing

would require a component to be tumbled, incidentally,
but for jigs and fixtures, the as-built surface finish is
“more than good enough”, offers HP’s Gately. Parts can
be electroplated, spray painted and powder coated, too.
Continues Atherton: “Depending on the delivery times
and the quantities required, and by doing it in timed
batches, this process could even challenge the need for
die-making in the injection mould industry. The example
we use is T-slot cleaners that we give away. To produce
these economically using injection moulding we had to
purchase 15,000 to justify the cost of the mould tool.
Using HP Multi Jet, we can have as few as we want, when
we want them.
“So far, we have welcomed many potential customers
to see the printers in action at our Burlescombe, Devon,
headquarters and there has been a very healthy interest
in the costing of existing components, with 3D printing
highlighting some surprising and sobering results. Given
the level of interest, it is our longer-term aim to have 3D
printers in each of our regional showrooms. While XYZ
Machine Tools is a newcomer to 3D printing, we are also
at the vanguard of this latest technology that is pushing
the process into the production environment.
“Following the success of our recent seminar at

Nigel Atherton, managing director, XYZ Machine Tools,
pictured here at MACH 2018, says he was won over
by the speed of HP’s process
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Burlescombe, our aim is to spread the message further
by hosting similar events to promote the technology, with
machines strategically placed to cut down customers’
travel times.” Another event is to be held this month at
the company’s Nuneaton site, in fact.
XYZ Machine Tools offers a range of HP units, not only
the 4200/4210 high volume units, but also: HP MJF
4200, aimed at production shops to produce functional,
low-cost components; HP MJF 540, a single, selfcontained unit, ideal for customers who have space
limitations and only require mono printing; and HP MJF
580, a single self-contained, space-efficient unit able to
print in full colour. All machines produce parts having the
same physical properties.
Matsuura is not so new to additive manufacturing, it
already offering Matsuura metal additive manufacturing
machines. The company’s managing director, Roger
Howkins, says: “The partnership with HP Jet Fusion 3D
printing solutions perfectly complements our existing
additive range, giving customers even greater choice to
be part of this new era in manufacturing. Our experience
and knowledge in the additive manufacturing sector
spans many years, so customers looking to explore this
market can expect to receive high levels of support from
our additive team. The HP Jet Fusion 3D printing solution
enables 3D printing to become a viable alternative to
traditional production methods.” The company is clearly
going after the injection moulding market, both with its
metal and plastic 3D printing technology, having attended
the Plastics Design & Moulding Event in Telford last
month. Said Joseph Bellis, AM technical and sales
specialist at Matsuura, ahead of the exhibition: “The
PDM event provides the ideal platform to demonstrate
our additive manufacturing range, inspiring visitors to our
stand with some real-world examples of bespoke
components 3D-printed in a variety of metals and [nylon]
PA11, PA12 and PA12GB plastics – we are here to
challenge conventional thinking regarding the future
methods of manufacturing.” ■
See extended article for more details on HP’s Multi Fusion
Process – https://is.gd/urepul
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Starrag’s annual Turbine
Technology Days event
provides a focus on
aerofoil and blisk
manufacturing issues

Optimised to perfection
Starrag Group’s ‘Turbine Technology Days’ annual gathering does what it says on the tin. If turbine blade
or blisk machining is your interest, this is right on target, and aerospace is a central theme. Andrew
Allcock reports (extended online: https://is.gd/gojohe)

L

ocated in Rorschach, Switzerland, at
the eastern end and on the southern
bank of Lake Constance some 50
miles due east of Zurich, machine tools, the
design and manufacture of cutting tools,
fixturing and development of CAM software
fall within this factory’s area of expertise.
Starrag (https://is.gd/akakav) is just one
of several brands in the group, however; the
others are Berthiez, Dörries, Droop+Rein,
Ecospeed, Heckert, Scharmann, SIP and
TTL, but this event is very much a Starrag
affair. On the turbine blade/blisk machining
technology side, there were a number of
displays highlighting latest developments
(see extended online feature: https://is.gd/
gojohe), these taking in the company’s first
automated blisk machining line (currently a
proposal), multi-stage blisk machining, a
new angle-head solution that boasts
automatic toolchanging and adaptive
roughing strategies to achieve best fit and
eliminate air cutting for forged blades.
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But above these specific technology
elements, other themes were also aired on
topics that included Starrag Group
developments, customer partnerships, the
Serviceplus machine service/purchase plan
and the company’s take on Industry 4.0.
The group, which posted sales of CHF405
million (£310 million) for 2017, representing
a rise of over 9% on the previous year that
saw it celebrate a record order intake of
CHF480 million (£367 million), has just
appointed a new CEO – Swiss national
Christian Walti (50). Taking on the new role
on 1 June, just a couple of weeks before
Turbine Technology Days, his immediate
previous position was with another capital
goods maker, Bosch Packaging Systems,
Beringen, Switzerland.
“The reason I came here is that I believe
in the company and the set-up in general,”
opens Walti in conversation with Machinery.
“The challenges and main topics are more
or less the same [as in his previous

industry], but the intensity varies, of course.
Starrag has a long history and is a group of
companies with a very broad product
portfolio, which is an advantage. The
company also has a certain size; it is not a
big group, but neither is it small. So, I
believe, in a very general way, having great
products and a certain size, I am definitely
sure we have a great starting position.”
As with all companies, he says that
growth is a mid-term requirement, but that it
“is not a major issue”, and that growth could
come from both organic and acquisitive
activities. But the more immediate task is to
better exploit group strengths. “The group
has to find more synergies. We are as we
are because we have certain companies in
the group, a certain product portfolio and a
certain knowledge, and on this we will build.
If we find more things in common, maybe
processes or market appearance [‘one
brand strategy’], this will give benefit to the
customer, I believe.”
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He already has a strategy to pursue, in
fact, the established Starrag Group ‘2020
Strategy’, and Walti lays out its three main
themes. First is a high innovation rate that
results in “sustainably great products”,
measured by market share or new business
won. The company invests 7% of revenues in
R&D. Second is increased global footprint/
size, with the US and Asia markets
mentioned as having more potential, but
that even in its strong European market
there is yet more to go after, he suggests.
This business is segmented in the 2020
Strategy as falling within aerospace and
energy, transportation and industrial
components, precision engineering and,
finally, customer service (original
segmentation announcement: https://is.gd/
iralam). Across these, the group’s 2017
annual report stated that there is a market
potential of around CHF 4.5 billion (£3.44
billion) – more than 10 times the current
sales revenue. And third is operational
excellence – being more efficient, getting
more out of the group and better
collaboration between sites. That does not
mean portfolio or site reduction, the new
CEO emphasises, but sharing of technology
modules, or supply chain or overhead
exchange, for example.

year, says Mauro Fioretti, CEO of the familyowned Italian group. The $70 million turnover,
350-employee operation has four Starrag
machines in the USA and six in Italy, having
worked with the machine tool firm since the
1980s, following the addition of machining to
its forging capabilities during that decade.
With an order book of $600 million stretching
forward 15 years and operating under costdown pressures, it is working closely with
Starrag on improving machining processes for
its increasingly high value products.
Pietro Rosa TBM group chief technology
officer Andrea Maurizio highlighted a few key
technology challenges. Hotter engine
temperatures call for materials for
compressor blades that are more difficult to

form, machine and polish; more complex
surface profiles and transitions, especially in
compressor blades, call for advanced CAM
programming skills within the company –
“a big part of the value of a machine is in the
software that accompanies that”; advanced
machine technology is required to meet the
relatively new ‘surface abuse’ requirements,
such as no distorted or torn grains, or recast
swarf on the surface; that last one requires
tooling that is “always in good shape, with
sharp cutting edges and with tool life
management important”; and, finally,
automation, which is “key for cost
competitiveness”. In terms of business
challenges, Pietro Rosa TBM must support its
customers with faster new product

New CEO Christian Walti, left, discusses
turbine blade business matters with
Starrag long-term partner and guest
speaker Mauro Fioretti, CEO of familyowned Italian group Pietro Rosa TBM

AEROSPACE EQUALS OPPORTUNITY
As for aerospace, with ever-increasing
demands and with Starrag already at the
“top of the ladder” in being able to satisfy
existing needs, the new CEO sees nothing
but opportunity in this particular sphere. And
a guest speaker at the event, Italy’s Pietro
Rosa TBM, underlined how and why Starrag
is its production technology partner. Pietro
Rosa TBM traces its roots to 1887 and New
England Airfoil Products (NEAP) Inc, acquired
in 2016, hails from 1955 and was,
interestingly, set up by George Einstein,
nephew of Albert Einstein.
Pietro Rosa TBM group produces LP and
HP compressor blades, blisks and fan blades
for the aerospace sector – for Rolls-Royce, GE
and Pratt & Whitney – in the range 20 to
1,000 mm and which operate at -70 to 550
°C; it produces blades for other sectors, too.
In Italy, this is high-mix, low-volume at a rate
of 150,000/year, while the US sister site
manages 250,000 in a low-mix, high volume
setting and has an ambition of 500,000/
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introduction that allows them to win in the
available window of opportunity.
To deliver on all that and more,
continuous innovation is necessary,
Maurizio says, adding that for a company
that is not a huge OEM, this requires the
support of key technology partners, one of
which is Starrag. And he characterises
Starrag as a company that: offers “best in
class” in this manufacturing technology
area; has “a very responsive and
experienced technical support”; can design
and manufacture cutting tools in house and
has “impressive” CAM programming and
software capabilities. Summing up, he says
that, regarding precision, he is “absolutely
stunned about the results we can get from
the machines”. And for high volume
manufacturing of 100,000s of blades that
is an increasing need, this will require
methods that are even more special than
before, calling for minimal human
intervention and demanding that everything
Starrag managing
director Bernhard
Bringmann says
Industry 4.0 is
about machine
functionality and
customer beneﬁts

All images: Andrew Allcock
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be fool-proofed, he says, adding that
Starrag is again the right partner.
Maurizio also highlighted that for the
future in such high volume production,
machine-located sensors will be required to
provide data that will support process
stability. An Industry 4.0 theme, this is
something Starrag machines already boast
and have done for some five years now,
with the focus on just that, maintaining a
stable process such that all parts are good
parts. This takes in sensors for spindle
vibration, chatter detection, collision
detection, temperature measurement/
compensation and even strain gauges to
identify tool push-off, for example.
Its Serviceplus service/machine
purchase offering also falls within the
Industry 4.0 world and rests on machine
component lifetime performance
knowledge, in-built sensor-derived
information, Siemens CNC software (axis
drive power consumption, auxiliary function
time variation [tool change time] and
frequency response) and so-called
fingerprint tests (circularity, for example).
Serviceplus sees companies offered three,
five or eight-year contracts where no upfront
machine investment is required, but where
regular payments are made to Starrag, who
has responsibility for maintenance and
spares availability (high risk spares kept on
site). An uptime guarantee, supported by a
downtime penalty paid to the customer
when established performance parameters
are not met, operates. This approach is
possible both for new and existing
machines, the latter subject to a condition
check. Globally the company has some 50
machines running like this in eight-10
customers, says Martin Finkeldei, head of
customer service.

INDUSTRY 4.0 – CUSTOMER DRIVEN
Another part of the company’s Industry 4.0
offer is its Integrated Production System
(IPS), which has seven modules (https://
is.gd/ayeﬁy). These range from the high
level – its ERP-interfacing cell management
software – to more detailed things – its
Process Quality Control that avoids
collisions via a 3D-modelled machine
environment. But, as managing director
Bernhard Bringmann explains, Industry 4.0,
taking in such things as machine sensors,
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Pietro Rosa TBM chief technology ofﬁcer
Andrea Maurizio praised Starrag’s
capabilities

must solve customer problems, not just
aim to fit the Industry 4.0 tag. “It’s really
about functionality of the machine and
customer benefits. For us, there are
challenges where we see, for example, that
we need to have higher process stability or
quality. We undertake tests and see what
the variation is, where does it come from,
the dominant factor, then we develop
countermeasures. Sensors and software
are part of the toolkit that we use.”
CEO Walti agrees – making machines
smarter and supporting users are key
Industry 4.0 areas for Starrag, but when
moving to the management side, MES and
big data, cooperation with others is the
more likely route. Starrag’s focus is very
much on delivering cost-effective, high
quality production, where there are large
benefits to be had. As Bringmann
concludes: “You may have a more-or-less
standard process, but if you can optimise it
with the right tool, coolant, fixture, strategy
and so on, usually you can gain 30-40-50%
increases in productivity. With everything
under control, there is a gigantic lever for
optimisation.” ■
(Extended version: https://is.gd/gojohe)
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 Material is loaded off lorries to external buffer
stations (and kept there if over 6 m length). QR
codes on posts identify each location. Orders
requiring complete bundles of material (any length)
are fulﬁlled from here, not via the storage system

Stockholding
efﬁciency

MATERIALS HANDLING AUTOMATED SAVINGS

 Material is delivered by lorry
from one of about 30 suppliers and
unloaded by 7 tonne Scheffer cranes
to buffer locations (left) – Scheffer
supplied all cranes for reasons of
uniformity, as Kasto could not supply
the higher capacity models required
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G

erman steel stockholder Friedrich Kickerer has invested €45
million in a new automated warehouse operation at its site in
Ellwangen, which is some 50 miles due east of Stuttgart. That
figure includes land purchase that will support further expansion,
with buildings and equipment totalling €25 million of the total. That
latter tally includes a 10,156-cassette (3.4 tonne/cassette), fully
automated Kasto honeycomb warehouse 150 m long by 115 m deep
by 15 m high (in a 2 m pit). It has four blocks separated by three
aisles attended by five overhead gantry cranes and is served by raw
material receipt lorry bays, external buffer/long stock (over 6 m)
locations, unbundling stations, storage system input-output stations,
three sawing machines and two high speed Kasto manipulators
that transport material to 39 buffer stations serving 18 lorry loading
locations. In total, 140 material picks/hour are supported.
Friedrich Kickerer is one of the largest medium-sized steel
merchants in Germany. The stockholder has a 300-year history
(originating as a nail maker), employs 350 and has a turnover of
€240 million split half and half between dealers and individual companies. Payback for this
investment is eight years; another similar system can be housed on the acquired land.
The problem to be solved was multiple lorry material pick-up locations leading to lengthy
loading times that could be up to 75 minutes “if everything goes well”, says Eberhard Frick,
managing partner of Friedrich Kicherer. But Machinery was told that 15 minutes is now possible,
although half an hour is allowed for scheduling purposes (times are similar for unloading). The
benefit achieved with this installation is around €40/tonne or a 5-6% cost benefit for the firm
that ships 210,000 tonne/year – that sums to an annual €8.4 million saving.
Kasto and Friedrich Kickerer have a relationship that stretches back to 1994, when the
stockholder was turning over €20 million, with several material handling installations now having
been made – no interruptions to system operation have been experienced since then, highlights
Frick, and a 98% uptime guarantee comes with the latest installation. Kasto (https://is.gd/
omiyuv) was not the automatic choice, but won in a two-party bid. An invitation extended to the
global press to visit the facility during June clearly underlines both parties’ satisfaction. ■

 Bundles from buffer stock are
loaded to an unbundling station. Here,
after straps have been removed, the
material is ‘slung’ over to the adjacent
warehouse input station, where the
operator can be seen removing the
slings – unbundling may also take
place at the input station 
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 One of three Kasto
saws adjacent to the
storage system, although
only a very small amount
of stock is sawn at
Friedrich Kickerer. Sawn
stock may go back into
the warehouse or be
taken to a lorry loading
area

Using the mobile app Kastologic, operators can interact with Friedrich Kickerer’s IT

system, either extracting or inputting information about material location, the latter
identiﬁed on the ground by QR and/or bar codes (operation is paperless). Operators have
crane control systems to command crane/material movements (bottom left of picture),
as prompted by the IT system/Kastologic app
 A material wrapping
station for sensitive
materials is also part of
the installation

 A Kasto manipulator (seen in motion), having
picked up material from a warehouse output location
transports it to one of 39 material buffer stations
serving 18 lorry loading positions – two manipulators
each have 147 m travel length. Inset: centre, Armin
Stolzer, managing director, Kasto; to his left, Friedrich
Kickerer’s Eberhard Frick; to Stolzer’s right, Ernst
Wagner, managing director of Kasto’s UK operation
 L-R: Kasto’s family management team – Armin
Stolzer; Sönke Krebber; Nicole Krebber-Stolzer; Ruth
Stolzer (holding her grandaughter, Nicole’s daughter, the
ﬁrst of Kasto’s seventh generation Stolzer management);
Jonathan Riegel; Stephanie Riegel-Stolzer
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Geo Kingsbury is now offering AddUp
technology, FormUp. Inset: sample parts

More metal choice
Geo Kingsbury announced earlier this year that it is representing
France’s AddUp, a manufacturer of metal additive manufacturing
technology. It is joining other metalcutting machine suppliers in
offering AM technology. Andrew Allcock reports

A

ddup is a joint venture between tyre
manufacturer Michelin and the Fives
industrial engineering group, started
on 1 April 2016. Geo Kingsbury (https://
is.gd/qopere) is the sole agent to offer its
consultancy service throughout the UK and
Ireland, as well as to sell and service its
automated machines and to provide the
requisite consumables and back-up.
Says managing director Richard

Kingsbury: “There are a few key points that
manufacturers should keep in mind, if they
are considering an AddUp AM solution. The
systems are based exclusively on powder-bed
technology, with successive layers melted
and fused by one or two laser beams under
computer numerical control.
“As they are intended for economical,
around-the-clock production of large volumes
of high quality components, rather than

prototype quantities, the solutions are highly
automated. Michelin, for example, uses
what AddUp now calls FormUp 3D printing
machines to produce annually one million tyre
mould inserts for introducing sipes into the
tread pattern of its tyres.
“Due to the big production quantities
involved, the systems are aimed at original
equipment manufacturers and their top-tier
suppliers. The process has been honed to
achieve the highest levels of repeatability
for the production of parts that are top
quality, in terms of their high surface finish,
metallurgical integrity and dimensional
accuracy. Often, components are net shape,
without any need for further processing.”
Economy of powder usage is at the

AddUp technology – the detail
The existing AddUp model is powered by one or two 500 W
ytterbium fibre lasers having a spot position accuracy of ± 35
microns. Other features are a choice of layer thickness between 20
and 100 microns, programmable oxygen supply, bidirectional
recoating and exceptionally sophisticated powder management,
including automatic reservoir filling during machine operation.
Interactive surveillance of all key parameters by the openarchitecture CNC system (consistent with the aims of Industry 4.0)
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that enables component reproducibility to within ± 30 microns,
even on dimensions as small as 0.2 mm.
Powder materials currently available are 1.4404 grade 316L
stainless steel, 1.2709 grade 18Ni300 maraging steel, the nickel
alloys Inconel 718 and 625, titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V and AlSi10Mg
grade aluminium alloy. Powder sizes up to 15 microns are used and
the process is especially tolerant to a wide spread of grain
morphology and sphericity, lowering the cost of consumables.
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forefront, consistent with economical mass
production, he adds. In some cases, unlike
with other manufacturers’ systems, AddUp
machines can produce metal parts with
minimal need for a support structure or,
perhaps, no supports at all. So, 3D printing
of complex parts, especially those with
overhangs, consume less material. Build
rates are consequently faster and postprocessing is minimised.
Kingsbury also promotes the health,
safety and environmental (HSE) measures
adopted by AddUp, that, he suggests, are
often lacking with other 3D printing systems
on the market. The initiative was driven by
the importance that both Michelin and Fives
Group have traditionally placed on safety,
together with early in-depth analysis of the
medical risks associated with the use of fine
metal powders, particularly nickel and cobalt.
Detailed steps have been taken in the
construction of the company’s AM machines
to limit operators’ exposure to powder,
he emphasises. Safety also forms a key
element of the consultancy service provided.
AddUp has patented its FlexCare System,
which comprises one or more transportable,
plug-and-play working modules based on
customised, 40 ft containers that are fully
compliant with HSE requirements.
Although recently formed, AddUp is
offering production solutions that have been
developed over many years. Fives Group
entered the sector in 2011, with the design
and manufacture of its first metal laser
deposition machine. Michelin started working
on AM as early as 2003, as it was keen to
introduce innovative sipes into the tyre tread
patterns – it was not possible to produce the
required mould inserts in any other way. The
technology also had the effect of speeding
time to market and delivering cost savings.
Currently, AddUp offers one size of
machine, FormUp 350 with a 350 by 350 by
350 mm build chamber. This will be joined by
both a larger and a smaller machine later in
2018 to create a range of three.
As to current success of the technology
outside of the two joint venture partners’
factories, AddUp’s CEO, Vincent Ferreiro,
says: “We are already delivering machines
into aerospace supply chains in France
and the US, serving Airbus and Boeing
respectively. With the automated, mass
production capability of our systems, the
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automotive, energy, medical and tooling
sectors will also be early targets.
“Our raison d’être is to add more value
to customers’ AM production than our
competitors can. We start this process by
changing the mindset of prospective users in
respect of any preconceptions they may have
about production methods and then providing
holistic counselling along the AM route.
“After a manufacturer has designed
what will undoubtedly be a high value
part, we accompany them on a journey
through detailed feasibility and profitability
studies, choice of materials for AM, product
optimisation, if necessary, to modify shape,
weight and/or function, design of customised
production plant, process simulation and
qualification, delivery of the AM equipment,
support for quality control, post-processing
advice and training.”
In other words, he says, a turnkey package
is provided from the customer’s nascent
idea through to proof of concept at large
series production quantities. It encompasses
everything, except the original design of the

product to be manufactured, but even there
AddUp is able to introduce ideas.
Looking ahead, in addition to the mid2018 opening of its first customer technology
centre in the USA to serve the North
American market, AddUp will develop new
technological modules that can be integrated
into AM systems. Collaboration partners
include Aubert & Duval, ESI Group, FUSIA,
Michelin, Safran, Volum-E, Zodiac Aerospace,
the French National Center for Scientific
Research and various universities.
The company will also continue to develop
its 3D printing technology under the SOFIA
programme (Solutions pour la Fabrication
Industrielle Additive métallique) and has
planned a six-year programme to develop the
entire metal AM value chain. There will be a
particular focus on the aerospace industry to
improve metal powders, machines, energy
sources and processes, as well as on
designing new, optimised components and
developing the knowledge base in respect of
health and safety risks in metal AM. ■
Other AM technology developments over page

Wire-fed, arc-weld-based AM solution
MT Squared (https://is.gd/yejeme) not only
offers FFG machine tool product, its scope
also takes in equipment that does not
compete, including wire-fed arc-weld-based
metal additive manufacturing technology
from German company Gefertech, called
3DMP (video: https://is.gd/enomah). The
latter is particularly relevant to aerospace
structural parts, with MT Squared
managing director John Boyd telling
Machinery that such components can be
produced at half the price of a machinedfrom-solid approach.
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There are three machines, GTarc30003, GTarc800-5 and GTarc60-5. The first is
a 3-axis machine for production of metallic
components up to 3.0 m³ weighing a
maximum of 3,000 kg. The second is a
5-axis unit able to produce metal
components up to 0.8 m³ weighing up to
500 kg. The third is a 5-axis machine that
can produce parts up to 0.06 m³ weighing
200 kg. Says Gefertech: “Those who are
used to working with a machine tool will
easily be able to operate the GTarc
machines without any problems.”

Gefertech technology, offered by MT
Squared, uses the wire-fed arc-weld process
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High output plastic, metal & ceramic part production
Stratasys spin-off promises high volume AM
to rival injection moulding
Additive manufacturing expert Stratasys has unveiled a spin-off
company, Evolve, that will focus on at high volume production using a
wide range of thermo-plastics at speeds comparable to conventional
manufacturing processes, using what it calls ‘STEP’ technology.
“From toy manufacturers to footwear companies, industrial
organisations to aerospace and medical suppliers, Evolve’s STEP
technology is the only technology that can address the needs for
production parts – with the broadest capability of producing real
thermoplastics parts,” the company claims.
Evolve (www.evolveadditive.com) has been in incubation for 10
years and its technology offers X, Y and Z directional strength and
mechanical properties to rival injection moulding, it is claimed. Its
technology is said to be 50x faster than the next fastest AM
process, produce features of 50 micron size and delivers supports
that can be dissolved in less than 12 hours, with that material
reusable. Full colour and multi-material parts can be created.
The firm is also undertaking rapid development process for 200+
new materials.
“We are excited to introduce Evolve Additive Solutions and
proprietary STEP technology,” said Steve Chillscyzn, CEO of Evolve
Additive Solutions and co-inventor of STEP. “We believe the STEP
technology is uniquely positioned to bridge the gap in the market not
yet addressed by additive or traditional manufacturing technologies.
It is the first-of-its-kind technology offering an additive method for
mass production. It’s designed to deliver the benefits of additive,
while handling high volume production. And we’re confident in the
Evolve team’s ability to make this technology a success.”
The STEP process combines time-tested 2D imaging technology
with proprietary IP developed by Evolve to precisely align incoming
layers along with sophisticated bonding techniques that create final
parts that are fully dense with the isotropic properties of injectionmoulded components.
Evolve has already commenced seeking initial purchase orders
from several leading automotive, consumer goods and aerospace
companies during its alpha stage. Over the next 12 months, the
company also plans to engage new customers to evaluate beta
systems for applications in volume production environments across
many vertical markets. Parties interested in beta opportunities are
encouraged to contact Evolve directly. Evolve has not yet announced
the date of expected general availability of its products.

A process to challenge injection moulding, says
Evolve of its STEP process
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Metal & ceramic printing technology breakthrough
XJet prints liquid metals and ceramics using ink-jet-based
NanoParticle Jetting.
In January, Israel-based XJet installed its first NanoParticle
Jetting additive manufacturing (AM) system in the US, its second
worldwide, at Youngstown Business Incubator (YBI), Ohio.
Researchers at Youngstown State University, the entrepreneurs at
YBI, as well as the America Makes partnership program
collaborating with YBI will make use of the XJet Carmel 1400 AM
System (video of installation: https://is.gd/varefo). The machine
boasts a 1,400 cm2 build tray, one of the industry’s largest, and
supports high capacity production. During the beta period, the
focus will be on ceramic materials for both research and
development and part production. Ceramics have strong
applications for AM-generated products in the aerospace and
biomedical industries.
This follows the first global
installation, at Oerlikon citim
in Germany in November
2017, where a similar XJet
Carmel 1400 was installed.
Initially, this AM system is
configured to manufacture
ceramic parts (ceramic
zirconia), but can also be
used to manufacture metal
components that require fine
details at a later stage.
Inkjet printing of metals and
Oerlikon citim has over 20
ceramics is possible with
years’ AM experience.
XJetÕs technology
XJet first unveiled its
NanoParticle Jetting technology at The November 2016 edition of
Formnext, the first 3D solution to directly jet ‘metal ink’. Using
nanoparticles, which produces high quality parts, it delivers
“unprecedented levels of details [0.1 mm], surface finish and
accuracy – without compromising build time”.
NanoParticle Jetting produces an ultra-thin layer of droplets
containing either metal nanoparticles or support nanoparticles.
These are deposited onto the build-tray, producing metal parts with
the ease and versatility of inkjet printing, without compromising
throughput. XJet (www.xjet3d.com) was founded in 2005 by Hanan
Gothait, an innovator and veteran of the inkjet printing industry.
Delivered as sealed cartridges, the liquid dispersions are easily
loaded into the XJet system, eliminating the need to handle metal
powders. Inside the system’s build envelope, extremely high
temperatures cause the liquid ‘jacket’ around the metal
nanoparticles to evaporate. This results in virtually the same
metallurgy as traditionally-made metal parts. In addition, the metal
part undergoes an easy sintering process, with the support
material removed simply and with almost no manual intervention.
The company applies the same process to ceramic printing,
allowing the process to support dental, medical and specific
industrial applications.
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Timed
advantage

Steel Dynamics UK is more
than happy with its Ward
CNC-supplied Hartford

Hartford twin-column unit slashes cycle times by up to 30%
for Steel Dynamics UK; R&M Electrical Group trades up to more
sophisticated XYZ machine that pays back in 16 weeks; bike parts maker
Hope Technology swaps 40-taper machine for 30-taper Brother, immediately sees advantage

T

he installation of a new Hartford
Infinity twin-column vertical
machining centre has not only
provided Steel Dynamics UK with the
enlarged capability and capacity that it
needed, but the machine is also
delivering cycle time reductions of at
least 30%, compared to previous
methods.
“And with improved fixturing methods
plus enhancements to the tooling being
used, we fully expect to further improve on
those machining time savings in the near
future,” says the Blackburn-based
company’s operations director, Andy Berry.
Supplied by T W Ward CNC Machinery
(Ward CNC – https://is.gd/fidivu), Hartford’s
exclusive agent in the UK and Ireland, the
Infinity HSA420 has X, Y and Z axes travels
of 4,000 by 2,000 by 1,000 mm and,
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capable of accommodating workpieces
weighing 12,000 kg, is out-performing Steel
Dynamic UK’s two existing, older vertical
machining centres on both speed and
capability.
“It’s the largest machine we’ve ever
installed,” Berry continues, “and while so
far it has largely been used on a relatively
new nuclear-based contract – involving
predominantly milling operations on
prismatic stainless steel workpieces –
it has perfectly complemented our existing
manufacturing capabilities based around
ISO 9001: 2008 accreditation. These
include water jet, plasma and laser cutting,
as well as radial arm drilling and vertical
boring to 1,350 mm diameter.”
Steel Dynamics UK is an established
supplier of a wide range of components to
customers in varied industry sectors

ranging from architectural, oil and gas,
through to food and beverage processing,
as well as petrochemical, working in
materials that also include duplex, nickel
and carbon alloys, aluminium, copper and
brass.
Ward CNC was able to not only provide
the machine on a very short delivery – to
satisfy the customer’s urgent need to
update its capability – but it also provided a
machine with a higher specification main
motor (26 kW) and larger capacity
toolchanger (40 tools), again to meet Steel
Dynamics’ specific demands.
“The HSA420 is the first machine we’ve
purchased from Ward CNC,” adds Berry,
“and it was a case of us finding the right
machine with the right capability and
exactly the specification we needed for the
right price. Ward CNC was able to provide
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MACHINING CENTRES SLASHING CYCLE TIMES ALL ROUND

all this and supply a machine in a very
short delivery time, too.”

MAKE-OR-BUY DECISION
At R&M Assembly, part of the R&M
Electrical Group, a make-or-buy analysis of
project saw the company investigate further
investment. It has over 20-years’
experience in the assembly, modification
and distribution of specialist power
distribution and control systems for use in
hazardous (explosive) environments,
supplying a diverse range of customers
across the oil and gas, nuclear, rail and
marine sectors. Explains R&M assembly
division manager Martin Goodall: “Our
business model is a reactive one in which
we have to respond quickly to demand from
our suppliers and customers. One of our
main tasks is, therefore, to iron out peaks
and troughs in production to deliver a
managed service and, where possible,
avoid any unexpected issues. The limited
machining that we have to do is one of
those areas, as on a major project we may
have over 2,000 holes to drill and tap and
we can only do that at a certain speed with
our existing equipment. The option to
outsource this work was considered, but
the loss of control over deliveries and
quality saw us look to expand our in-house
capability.”
Goodall had to identify efficiencies
through in-depth time and motion studies to
justify any investment and, with limited
machining experience, he called on XYZ
Machine Tools (https://is.gd/osijep) for
assistance. The initial thought Goodall had
had was to double up on an existing XYZ
SMX 2500 bed-mill, as the control was

R&M Assembly will achieve a payback
of 16 weeks for its XYZ 500LR

familiar and easy to use. However, talking
through the needs of R&M Assembly, it
became clear that to achieve the required
versatility and productivity, a machine with
a toolchanger and fourth-axis unit would
bring greater benefits. “If we had gone with
another SMX, we wouldn’t have required
any training and so it would have made our
life easier initially, but in conversation with
Keith [Ellis, XYZ area sales manager], it
became obvious that a step-up was
required and the new XYZ 500 LR vertical
machining centre would have a significant
impact on how we do business.”
R&M Assembly’s projections, based on
a major customer project valued at £1
million suggested that the addition of the

XYZ 500 LR would generate savings of up
to six weeks in labour or £64,000, based
on which the machine would have a
payback period of just 16 weeks. “Our
projections also indicated that the addition
of the toolchanger [12 tools] would allow
much greater unmanned operation, freeing
up operator time every day by as much as
6.5 hours, during which they could be doing
other tasks,” Goodall says.
Typically, a batch of 200 electrical
junction boxes would take between two to
three weeks to produce, with drilling and
tapping multiple holes being the bottleneck.
Now, by utilising the XYZ 500 LR (510 by
400 by 450 mm) the machining is
completed in two days and the batch fully

Latest machining centre product announcements in brief
■ The Doosan DVF 5000 5-axis machining centre is a rigidly built
machine equipped with an 18.5 kW/12,000 rpm directly-coupled
spindle (18,000 rpm built-in option). Available initially with the
Heidenhain iTNC640 control, DVF 5000 models with FANUC and
Siemens controls will be available later in the year. https://is.gd/
wajoye
■ Hermle has expanded its Performance Line machine series with
the addition of the C 650; it joins the existing C 250 and C 400
models. They all sit alongside the company’s core machine range,
comprising six machines from C 12 to the C 62 model. The new
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C 650’s work envelope is 1,050 by 900 by 600 mm (X, Y, Z),
placing it capacity-wise between the C 42 and C 52. https://is.gd/
azaxes
■ Alzmetall’s GS 1400/5-FTD, 5-axis bridge-type machining centre
provides a complete in-cycle production sequence involving 3D
turning, boring and milling, precise contour milling and 5-sided
machining on very complex components, including the precision
machining of customised gear forms. The 31 tonne, 5-axis GS
1400/5-FDT bridge-type machining centre has strokes of 1,200 mm
in X by 1,300 mm in Y and 800 mm in Z. https://is.gd/ebubev
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MACHINING CENTRES SLASHING CYCLE TIMES ALL ROUND
Hope Technology
is making savings
with its 30-taper
machining centres,
explains Lindley
Pate, pictured

processed within a week. Machining
efficiency has seen an eight- to 10-fold gain
by re-inventing the processes to match the
machine’s capabilities.
The benefits of investing in new
machining capacity for the R&M Electrical
Group go beyond simple cycle time savings
and efficiencies, though. The machine is
being used as a sales tool to drive new
business for the group and typical of this is
its partnership with Hawke International, a
major manufacturer of cable glands and
electrical enclosures. “With the investment
in the XYZ machine, Hawke has recognised
our commitment and is supporting us as an
extension to their manufacturing capability,
allowing us to gain EAC certification, which
will differentiate us from our competitors,
all from buying an XYZ machine tool. The
investment in the machine, along with our
relocation to new premises, has allowed us
to review many processes and techniques,
this is seen as a sign of confidence,
especially for customers servicing the oil
and gas sector, which is coming out of its
downturn (see also p45), with those that
are left being stronger and more efficient
and, like us, they have taken on challenges
and diversified.”
At the Barnoldswick factory of bicycle
aftermarket component manufacturer Hope
Technology, nearly all parts are machined
from aluminium. That being so, 30-taper
machining centres are found on the
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shopﬂoor alongside
more powerful but
relatively ponderous
machines having a
40-taper tool interface.
Works and production
manager Lindley Pate
has started to replace some 40-taper
machines with 30-taper technology,
although there is no specific policy to do
so; each machine is purchased on its
merits for the intended applications.

SMALL TAPER ADVANTAGES
However, a case in point occurred earlier
this year when a Japan-built Brother
R650X1 30-taper, three-axis, vertical
machining centre (VMC) with 650 by 400 by
305 mm travels and twin pallet changer
(2APC) was delivered by Whitehouse
Machine Tools (https://is.gd/iyiqug). It
replaced an ageing 40-taper VMC/2APC
model with a similar working envelope, with
the benefits far-reaching.
First, the Brother machine is much more
productive. For example, Op 2 on three
twin-piston brake calipers fixtured side-byside now takes 19 minutes versus 32
minutes – a 40% reduction. Time savings of
this order are typical across the expanding
range of parts being transferred across to
the more agile machine.
Second, the footprint occupied by the
R650X1 is 20% less, which is helpful in a

busy factory requiring more and more
machine tools to service a business whose
recent annual percentage turnover growth is
well into double digits.
A third advantage is that, as any 30taper machining centre draws less power
than a 40-taper machine with equivalent
working envelope, there is an ongoing
reduction in energy consumption that not
only saves money but is also appropriate in
a company that makes equipment for
carbon-free transportation. The R650X1
additionally provides power regeneration
from spindle deceleration, while the Brother
CNC-C00 control minimises the power
consumed by motors,
pumps and lights by
putting them into
standby when not in
use.
Says Pate: “We
use 10 30-taper
machining centres on
our production ﬂoor
and 15 prismatic
metalcutting
machines with 40taper spindles, a mix
of VMCs and horizontal-spindle machines.
Half of the 40-taper machines are in multipallet cells and that will not change; in fact
at MACH 2018 I ordered another 5-axis
model equipped with a 32-pallet pool.
“Where there is scope for swapping to
30-taper is in respect of our single-table
and stand-alone 2APC 40-taper machines.
The benefits are compelling, due to the
higher output that is possible using the
smaller tool interface, while accuracy and
repeatability are just as good.
“In fact, they are fantastic on the
Brother machine. We hold down to
5 microns total tolerance on some
components, such as cassettes, which
have to mate with another sprocket set
produced on a different machine to provide
the higher gear ratios.
“We use two major makes of 30-taper
machine here. Brother machines have the
edge in terms of speed, compactness, value
for money and reliability, and they provide
good access for loading and unloading parts,
so are popular with our operators.
Whitehouse also provides excellent aftersales backup and service.” ■
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TURNING SWARF CONTROL OPENS UP OPPORTUNITY

Ben Astley, pictured, is
beneﬁting from Citizen
LFV technology in the
manufacture of diamond
tooling, inset

Precious investment
A two-person operation made a major investment in Citizen Machinery’s Low Frequency Vibration (LFV)
turn-mill technology and has both solved existing problems and expanded its scope of service

B

ased in Witton, Birmingham, Astley
Diamond Tools made a significant
investment in the latest Low
Frequency Vibration (LFV) turn-mill slidinghead technology from Citizen Machinery UK
(https://is.gd/sileﬁ) and has been repaid
handsomely. Within just three months of
installation, proprietor Ben Astley has been
able to transform the firm’s blank turning
operations for its diamond tool production
and, additionally, has added subcontract
small parts turn-milling to his company’s
business armoury.
He explains: “Swarf problems totally
controlled our business of machining silver
steel blanks to which we then electro-plate
diamond finishes and sell direct to
customers or through a network of
distributors that means our tools can end
up being used anywhere in the world.”
An example quoted is a recent batch of
500 rotary diamond burrs that are used to
fettle cast iron, produced for a regular
customer in Poland. Astley says he had to
almost stand by his previous aging Citizen
sliding-head machine and stop it every five
or so parts to clear the tangled ‘bird’s nest’
of swarf.
“It would take at least 70 hours to
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produce the batch and now, with LFV, I can
complete the same order well inside 16
hours. As swarf is chipped so finely, the
only attention required is to change over
the short bar feed and remove completed
parts from the outfeed conveyor. Even size
and surface finish are totally consistent,
which gives me total confidence.”

GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCE
Turning silver steel has always been a
controlling factor in the tool production
process. In 2001, a used Citizen 16 mm
capacity sliding-head machine was
installed, which at the time was a massive
step forward and became the firm’s
workhorse to produce blanks. “I just cannot
believe the difference between the old
machine and the new generation Cincom,”
he stresses.
The move to the new technology was
initiated by customers asking for larger
diameter tools and Astley seeing articles on
the benefits of LFV technology. A visit to
Citizen Machinery was made in October to
see the technology in action.
“What really impressed me was the
understanding of my needs as a really
small turning operation and my concerns
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over the outlay and returns. They spent
time with me and put together a finance
package specifically to suit my needs,
which clinched the deal.
“I can now concentrate on the electroplating, packaging and other duties, such
as paperwork, but most surprising is that
the new machine has opened a new door in
providing customers with a subcontract
turning service. Customers who often just
call in to collect parts or give me an order
for diamond tools or plating work are
immediately impressed by the new machine
taking up much of my floor space and are
asking me to quote and giving me orders
for other turning work.”
Just such an order is one for hundreds
of small collets made out of EN24T. “I turn
the outer form and drill through and the
customer now collects them for slitting and
finish grinding,” he explains.
Other benefits of the machine are: the
ability cut direct to depth, using 6 mm cuts;
no need for a smoke hood, due to no smoke
generation; no need of high pressure
coolant; volume of coolant used lower,
meaning a cleaner in-machine working
environment; plus, use of existing swarf bins
and longer periods between emptying. ■
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QUALITY & METROLOGY FAST NON-CONTACT & PORTABLE MEASUREMENT

Measurement
convenience
CMS Cepcor is taking advantage of the
latest Creaform HandySCAN3D from
Measurement Solutions

A truly portable scanning system from Creaform supports offsite duties for CMS Cepcor; Faro portable
measurement tackles large challenge at Weir Minerals Europe; CMM-based laser scanning speeds
inspection, lowers ﬁxture costs; plus, industry & product news

C

MS Cepcor of Coalville,
Leicestershire, has recently invested
in the latest Creaform HandySCAN3D
from Measurement Solutions (https://is.gd/
iruzul). The aftermarket manufacturer and
supplier of premium quality stone crusher,
screen and asphalt plant spare parts has
made significant investments in three
portable measuring and scanning arms
during the last decade, but the portability
and scanning capability, in particular,
resulted in a need to assess new
complementary technologies to increase
measurement efficiency and usability.
Says operations director Chris Sydenham:
“The Measurement Solutions team was able
to visit our facility and demonstrate a device
that is truly portable. Although we design and
manufacture in the UK, having the ability to
take the HandySCAN3D abroad is a major
advantage, as the whole system is
transported in a carrying case no larger than
aircraft hand luggage. This gives us a whole
new capability of scanning on-site, with the
ability to send the data back to the UK to
begin the reverse engineering or inspection
processes before our engineer has even
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boarded the plane back home.”
During the hardware selection review, a
dedicated team consisting of design
engineers, CADCAM programmers and quality
assurance leaders tested various handheld
and next-generation portable arm systems.
“The handheld market, in particular, offers
white light solutions that have their appeal,
due to low cost” explains design engineer
Tom Quinzi. “However, during testing we very
quickly realised that such devices are low
cost for a reason, as we revealed lost
capability on accuracy and the ability to scan
a multitude of materials, such as shiny or
black components.

PORTABLEÕS POSITIVES WIN
“In comparison, whilst the latest generation
of portable arms has indeed improved on
accuracy, there are some serious limitations,
in terms of portability, with heavy tripod
stands or magnetic mounting required, and
slow device move procedures on larger
objects. Compared to a truly hand-held
device, it was clear that a portable arm does
not give us any additional capability and,
therefore, no increased performance gains.
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In addition, due to the scale of the
components CMS manufactures, the large
field of view and scanning speeds generated
by the HandySCAN3D’s 14 laser lines far
surpassed any other system we considered.”
As an experienced user of portable
scanning arms, Quinzi was also able to
further assess the software workflows
offered with Measurement Solutions. “The
VXelements suite of products recommended
by Measurement Solutions and supplied with
the HandySCAN3D has immediately removed
our previous pains. The alignment process
when utilising multiple point-cloud meshes
has completely disappeared since
introducing the HandySCAN3D, as we are
able to physically move the component midway through a scan and continue, without
any re-alignment necessary. This has
resulted in massive time savings over
previous arm methods, whilst the simple
workflow in VXelements enables multiple
scans to be aligned within seconds, if
scanning assemblies.”
CMS Cepcor has a complete CAD
workflow integrated within the business,
based on the Autodesk Inventor platform.
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At Weir Minerals Europe, portable arms are avoiding the need to move large parts off
machines prior to their measurement

Although laser scanning capability has
existed in the business with the portable
arms, the software workflow has hindered an
effective introduction of the use of pointcloud data. However, since introducing the
VXmodel software, a module of VXelements,
this has changed completely. Using VXmodel,
the business now has the ability to finalise
scan data through a suite of easy-to-use
mesh preparation tools, concluding with a
direct ‘live transfer’ mode that seamlessly
moves geometric features, sections cuts and
surfaces directly into the company’s existing
CAD software.
At Weir Minerals Europe, part of the Weir
Group PLC, portable arms are supporting the
company’s needs. The company is a leader
in the provision of mill circuit technology and

services, as well as the market leader in
slurry handling equipment for abrasive, high
wear applications. The company’s products
are used in the mining, oil and gas, and
general industrial applications.
At Weir Minerals’ production facility in
Todmorden, Lancashire, products that can
be over 4 m in diameter are manufactured
and accurate measurement of such large
dimensions proved to be time consuming.
The answer was found in a Faro Titanium
Measuring Arm with an 8 ft capacity. Now,
rather than carry out the slow, laborious
removal of a large, heavy component from a
machine tool with the company’s overhead
crane, then transporting it to a fixed
coordinate measuring machine for an inprocess measurement routine, the use of the

Titanium measuring arm means that accurate
measurements can be made with products
remaining in-situ on the machine tool.
The success of Weir Minerals’ original
Faro Arm (https://is.gd/ucivug) meant that,
as the company introduced even larger
products, a second, 12 ft capacity Faro
Quantum measuring arm was soon
purchased. To complement the company’s
Faro tactile probing products, and to provide
additional inspection capabilities, the
company also invested in non-contact Faro
scanning devices. As recent increased levels
of production had the potential to place a
strain on the company’s existing inspection
provision, two Faro Arms were purchased.
Andrew Horsfall, quality supervisor at Weir
Minerals Europe, explains: “Before our use
of Faro products, although our large, fixed
CMM had the capacity and the accuracy
specification to enable it to undertake the
inspection of all of our products, we were
aware of the time being spent in removing
large, heavy products from machine tools
mid-cycle to allow the necessary in-process
dimensional checks to be made. Having
searched for a suitably precise, portable
means of inspecting large products whilst
still on our machine tools, we witnessed
several system demonstrations. As we were
extremely impressed with the precision,
speed and portability provided by the Faro

Latest industry & product news
smart metrology centre in China.
■ SYS Systems and Zoller UK, which are
https://is.gd/gimeki
both part of the South Derbyshire-based
■ Third Dimension has launched an allCarfulan Group, have been re-certified to
new countersink measurement solution
ISO 9001:2015. OGP UK – another
for its GapGun range.
business in the group’s portfolio – was
https://is.gd/ugehef
successfully re-certified in August 2017,
■ Creaform has unveiled CUBE-R,
meaning all three are now officially
described as the fastest turnkey 3D
recognised as having a quality
University of Huddersﬁeld’s Centre
scanning coordinate measuring machine
management system in place.
for Precision Technologies’ director
for at-line inspection, it is an alternative
https://is.gd/depuqu
& Professor of Precision Metrology,
to CMMs in sheet metal, casting and
■ The University of Huddersfield’s vision
Dame Xiangqian (Jane) Jiang
composites. https://is.gd/horewi
was to transform the UK’s manufacturing
■ Faro says that CAM2 2018 software
performance by delivering significant
elevates the end-user experience through a seamless integration
improvements in the speed, accuracy and cost of measurement
with its portable coordinate measuring machine products, an
with the development of its £40 million specialist metrology
advanced user interface that streamlines and simplifies most
centre. Now, one of the top Chinese universities views this as
inspection activities and new reporting dashboards that facilitate
excellent practice in the field of metrology – the science of
short cycle, actionable intelligence. https://is.gd/ituzup
measurement – and is looking to build a China-UK collaborative
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Colour maps are proving useful at mould
tool maker Lukov Plast, which is using Nikon
laser scanning and associated software

Titanium measuring arm, we were happy to
place an order.
“Following a brief training course, the
simplicity of our new measuring arm’s
controls and the logical nature of Faro’s
software meant that I soon became
proficient in the system’s use. I was then
able to train my colleagues in the measuring
arms operation.
“The use of our first Faro measuring arm
was a real game changer, it meant that the
need to remove large components from
machine tools for in-process inspection, then
to replace them for further machining, was
completely eliminated. Our new inspection
method also removed the problem of
interrupting a component’s set-up in the
machine tool, then attempting to return it to
the same position. In addition to enabling us
to consistently achieve our demanding
dimensional tolerances, the use of our
original Faro Arm allowed us to significantly
reduce our production cycle times across our
range of larger products.
“The success of our first Faro Titanium
soon resulted in the purchase of several
further Faro Arms and also two Faro noncontact laser scanning devices. We now have
a Faro inventory of six devices. The speed,
accuracy and portability of Faro products
mean that they are now the mainstay of our
inspection department.”
At Czech company Lukov Plast, a producer
of injection moulded plastic parts, electronic
components and electrical sub-assemblies
for the automotive industry, considerably
faster inspection cycles and feature
measurements are being achieved, following
the purchase of a Nikon Metrology LC15Dx
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laser scanner.
Increasing customisation and complexity
of parts, which are used mainly in the vehicle
interior, air conditioning system and control
units, places a high demand on the
inspection department and requires the use
of diverse metrology equipment. Some
components are safety critical, including
those used in autonomously driven cars, and
all need to be of the highest quality.

DISTORTED VIEW ELIMINATED
Miroslav Pavlu, measuring technician at
Lukov Plast explains: “To manufacture
assemblies and components that will
withstand regular daily use, parts are
subjected to various life cycle and climatic
tests as well as quality assurance (QA)
procedures and analysis to assess
performance.
“Previously, QA involved using various
manual gauges and taking touch-probe
measurements on a co-ordinate measuring
machine. Larger plastic parts in particular
were problematic to inspect using tactile
techniques, as they were difficult to clamp
without distortion.”
To control the production of injection
mould tools so that manufacturing processes
could be steered correctly from the outset,
as well as to measure the plastic parts
produced, it was decided that inspection
needed to be faster, more efficient and more
accurate. The ability to check a part against
the CAD model and highlight areas of
concern using colour mapping was another
reason to consider investing in newer
technology.
An upgrade from Nikon Metrology (https://

is.gd/heyufo) was deemed to be the best
solution, due to its cost effectiveness and
the supplier’s extensive experience of
retrofitting to third-party systems.
Additionally, its LC15Dx laser scanning
technology with Focus point cloud software
was considered best-in-class.
Introduction of the equipment has
exceeded the expectations of Lukov Plast in
many ways. The colour map is a major
benefit, in both its speed and simplicity, for
sharing information with colleagues. The
solution also provides greater efficiency in
meeting measurement requirements, for
example by being able to align to certain
features of a part or using RPS points, or to
create a BestFit alignment to CAD of the
whole part surface.
Adds PavlU: “The laser scanner has
accelerated measurement by about 50% and
the creation of programs for new parts is
about 40% quicker. Costs are also lower,
due to the use of fewer dedicated fixtures
than are needed for traditional tactile
inspection.
“Furthermore, the fact that the colour
map is easy for our colleagues and
customers to understand, without in-depth
metrology knowledge, speeds measurement
evaluation considerably. The result is a
shorter time-to-market.”
The LC15Dx non-contact laser scanner is
used primarily in the engineering department
at Lukov Plast. However, with CAD
comparison and its ability to reveal
undesired distortions, the development
department also makes use of the scanning
equipment to test new products and
prototypes. ■
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WORKHOLDING VICES THAT GRIP ON 3 MM

Being modular, any
clamping width is
possible when using
the ZeroClamp SL from
Leader Chuck Systems

Vices that hold on just 3 mm of
raw material have proliferated
in recent years, but which ones
offer what? Steed Webzell has
the low-down on a few

W

ith raw material prices at a
premium, machine shops want
to grip on the smallest possible
amount of stock in order to reduce
wastage. This strategy has seen
workholding specialists progressively
introduce vice systems that are able to
hold on ever-smaller dimensions. At
present, there are a number of vices that
claim to grip securely and safely on just
3 mm of raw material.
Choosing the most appropriate system
for the application, however, is easier
said than done. The table presents a
brief outline of the market’s principal
offerings in this category, highlighting a
few key specifications. For further details,
please read the box item over page as an
accompaniment, before progressing to
enquiry stage. ■

Hold
your nerve

ROEMHELD

CERATIZIT WNT THAME
WORKHOLDING

1ST MTA

LEADER CHUCK
SYSTEMS

LEADER CHUCK
SYSTEMS

NAME

Hilma MC-P

ZSG4

Lang Makro Grip

BEST

ZeroClamp SL

Piranha

STAMPING
REQUIRED

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

TYPE OF
OPERATION

Mechanical or
hydraulic

Mechanical

Mechanical

Mechanical,
pneumatic or
hydraulic

Mechanical

CLAMPING
FORCE (MAX)

8-35 kN

35 kN

6-20 kN

Up to 100 kN

20 or 40 kN

Up to 1,350 Nm2 (20 kN
force per 100 Nm2)

CAPACITY

40-125 mm
(min-max jaw width)

Parts up to
303 mm long

Three jaw widths
46, 77 and 125
mm

Jaw widths up
to 500 mm

Any clamping width, due
to modular rails

Up to 300 by 300 mm
base (x120 mm wide)

YOUTUBE
VIDEO LINK

https://is.gd/
igumoh

https://is.gd/ohumix

https://is.gd/oqupug
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https://is.gd/
aqumec

Mechanical
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WORKHOLDING VICES THAT GRIP ON 3 MM

1
1 The Lang Makro-Grip from Thame allows
for use of shorter tools

2

3

4

5

2 Centric vices in the BEST range from 1st
MTA have up to 50 mm stroke

3 Piranha Clamp vices from Leader feature
parallel, twin-cylindrical jaw guiding bars

4 Repeatability when using ZSG4 vices
from Ceratizit WNT is quoted as ±0.01 mm
5

The Hilma MC-P from Roemheld offers
centring, clamping or balancing functionality

The vice systems in more detail
■ The Hilma MC-P 5-axis vice from Roemheld (https://is.gd/nobupe)
is said to deliver high stability and precision, combined with good
levels of accessibility and chip protection. A compact design
enables collision-free toolpaths and the use of short, standard tools
for 5-axis machining. Offering centring, clamping or balancing
functionality, the MC-P is suitable for a range of applications,
including securing long components and housings made from cast
materials.
■ The Ceratizit WNT (https://is.gd/habuwu) ZSG4 centric (selfcentring) vice system facilitates both first and second operations as
it can be used with serrated and smooth vice jaws. Reversible,
pendulum plate, combi, aluminium, 5-axis, smooth carbide coated
and stepped jaw types are also available. Thanks to precision
matched slides, repeatability is quoted as ±0.01 mm, while a totally
enclosed ballscrew eliminates any backlash and prevents swarf and
coolant ingress. A further benefit of the ZSG4 is its compact design,
with a maximum height from the machine table of just 83 mm.
■ The Lang Makro Grip workholding system from Thame
Workholding (https://is.gd/fahawo) has been designed to provide
optimal access for 5-face milling. Patented stamping technology is
said to provide users with the highest holding power available at the
lowest clamping force, minimising the potential for wear. The system
allows the application of shorter tools, leading to reduced vibration,
extended tool life and high surface finish characteristics. Further
benefits of the Lang Makro Grip workholding system include reduced
set-up times and a repeatable accuracy of better than 0. 01 mm.
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■ The range of low profile, centric vices from BEST GmbH is
available in the UK from 1st MTA (https://is.gd/wexohi). Each vice
offers ±0.01 mm centring accuracy with 5 micron repeatability of
centricity for manual and pneumatic types, and 1 micron
repeatability for hydraulic types. Vices have up to 50 mm stroke,
while face plates and adapters allow them to be fitted to any
machine table, pallet or rotary table. Jaw varieties that include knifeedge options are manufactured from a range of materials to suit the
application.
■ The ZeroClamp SL modular clamping rail system is available from
Leader Chuck (https://is.gd/akequh) in two variants, SL080 and
SL120. Being modular, any clamping width is possible, as the
clamping rails can be coupled together end-on-end infinitely, to an
accuracy of 0.03 mm. Even bulky and irregular parts, such as
castings and flame-cut blanks, can be held securely, says the
company. Components can be centrally clamped using grip jaws,
carbide-coated jaws, profiled jaws or prism jaws to suit the
workpiece.
■ Also available from Leader Chuck Systems, the Piranha Clamp
range of centring vices is Swiss manufactured. In place of the usual
dovetail guides found on many vices, the Piranha features parallel,
twin-cylindrical jaw guiding bars that are designed to boost precision
and clamping force. Intended to act much like a hydraulic press, the
hardened and specially coated spindle guides provide an increased
surface area for load distribution, while the drive spindle has been
tested to withstand high pressures.
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EDM/ECM NEWS FROM GF MACHINING SOLUTIONS & MORE

GF Machining Solutions
hosted its GF Solutions Days
Europe 2018 event during
April. The company revealed
latest news and product
information, with EDM
developments among them

G

F Machining Solutions (GFMS –
https://is.gd/nofata) held the event
at its ‘Center of Competence’ in
Schorndorf, Germany. On the EDM side,
the new, intelligent AgieCharmilles Cut P
350 and Cut P 550 wire EDM series were
highlighted and were hailed as “offering
limitless possibilities, in terms of speed,
flexibility and quality”. The 550 model
has X, Y and Z travel of 550 by 350 by
400 mm (max workpiece, top load, 1,200

At the micron level
by 275 by 400 mm) and the 350’s figures
are 350 by 220 by 220 mm (max
workpiece, top load, 1,000 by 150 by
220 mm).
Also unveiled were the new
AgieCharmilles Form X 400 and Form S
350 die-sinking solutions, which “position
users to meet every challenge with
greater flexibility and machining
accuracy”.
First the Cut P series, though. From

producing a surgical tool weighing only a
few grams to machining a six-ton diecasting mould for automotive use, every
detail of the AgieCharmilles CUT P series
is designed to help manufacturers expand
their business opportunities, says the
company. The new, state-of-the-art
Intelligent Power Generator (IPG)
increases cutting performance by 20%,
for example.
Completely adapted for System 3R’s

GFMS had
news of this
Cut P 550 and
other machines
at its event

tooling and automation solutions, the
series helps users optimise their machine
uptime. In addition, running costs are
minimised by an array of innovative
capabilities, such as Automatic Slug
Welding (ASW), Automatic Slug
Management (ASM), ECO machining and
an improved Econowatt function. This
translates into reduced time to market
and faster production at lower costs.
The mechanical design, together with

A&M EDM invest £400,000 in new wire eroders; targets £5m sales
The Smethwick-based firm is installing two Sodick ALC 600G wire eroders (https://is.gd/
muvegi) in response to increased demand from aerospace, automotive and motorsports
customers. A&M annually uses 25,000 miles of conductive brass wire in its 17 wire erosion
machines, enough to circle the world.
A&M’s investment has created five new jobs and was supported by a grant of £58,000
from the Black Country LEP Growing Priority Sectors fund administered by Sandwell Council.
A&M employs 65 people and this investment reinforces the company as one of the UK’s
largest electrical discharge machining specialists.
The purchase of these machines builds on A&M’s expenditure of over £5m in the past
four years on a second factory, metrology inspection facilities, an R&D rotary engine project
and high speed machining centres.
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User interface development from Mitsubishi
Mitsubishi Electric (Mitsubishi EDM, https://is.
gd/aliqum) has introduced a “groundbreaking”
new CNC unit, but both existing and the new
interfaces are available. The new approach
sees a large screen monitor and use of
modern gesture controls, with a configurable
interface allowing main function elements to be
freely arranged. Step-by-step dialogue guidance
pilots less experienced operators through the
entire process, with checklists taking operators
from programming through to machining. The
‘Natural User’ Interface has an easy-to-grasp display, with all the machining parameters in
configurable form to make everything visible. For scheduling, support is provided with an
overview of remaining wire, filter cartridge state and other parameters. Complete
documentation for the machine, including maintenance instructions and manuals, is
comprehensively integrated into the software, with 3D diagrams and images also included
to guide users through every facet and process of the machine. The new interface also
provides integrated job scheduling. And, powered by Teamviewer, customers can access
their machines via mobile technology, such as phones and tablets, with direct status
reports available via email, too.
the thermostabilisation and machining
repeatability, deliver accuracy down to
2 micron and yield surface finishes down
to Ra 0.08 micron. Advanced taper
accuracy below 10 seconds with
straightness, sharp contours and no lines
is now easily obtained with the
AgieCharmilles Cut P series’ Expert
systems. At the same time, the claimed
unique collision protection system
prevents costly machine maintenance and
ensures long-term accuracy and reliability.
On top of that, the retractable 3D probing
system delivers the faster set-up and
complete automation to drive success in
complex parts’ manufacturer, says the
firm. All these benefits – including the
600+ available technologies made
possible by the new, cutting-edge IPG –
allow manufacturers to cut their costs by
up to 20%, it is claimed.
Smart and connected solutions in line
with Industry 4.0 take in wire having
integrated radio-frequency identification
(RFID) chips to eliminate the risk of
errors. They support fast replacement of
consumables, avert breakdowns,
minimise stock and ensure complete
process traceability. At the same time,
System 3R’s WorkShopManager and
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CellManager software take process
administration and surveying to the next
level. eTracking digitises process
monitoring, as well as traceability, and
GFMS’ rConnect suite of modular digital
services keeps manufacturers connected
to their machines anytime – wherever they
are. Moreover, AgieCharmilles Cut P
solutions increase tooling life, reduce
scrapped parts, advance quality control
and decrease manual intervention need.
Also unveiled at the event were the
new AgieCharmilles Form X 400 and Form
S 350 die-sinking solutions, which
“position users to meet every challenge
with greater flexibility and machining
accuracy”. The Form X 400 has a unique
mechanical structure, comprising a
machine column made of polymer that
includes a system that compensates for
temperature variations.
Temperature stabilisation is achieved
by cooling the X-, Y- and Z-axis glass
scales and also the Z-axis ballscrew,
using stable temperature dielectric. A
fixed table with an automatically lowered
work tank, allowing easy loading of heavy
work pieces, as well as a modular
automation system, are other features for
this 400 by 300 by 350 mm travel, 900

by 630 by 350 mm worktank machine.
There is a larger Form X 600, too, with a
1,280 by 1,040 by 450 worktank.
Both machines aim to “ensure a new
degree in competitiveness, due to their
simplification and automation of the
highly technical processes around the
production of moulds and components”.
For example, the new AC Form HMI puts
customers in the driver’s seat by making
die-sinking EDM an intuitive, easy-to learn
and easy-to-use process. The
standardised working environment
“makes it easy to achieve perfect
machining results”.
The Form S 350 is aimed at
manufacturers of electronic components,
with car the market specifically targeted.
Says the company: “By 2020, intelligent
cars will be a major contributor to
electronic component industry growth:
most cars shipped globally will have the
hardware to stream music, look up movie
times, generate traffic and weather alerts,
and even power driver-assistance services
like self-parking.”

HIGH ACCURACY; LOW WEAR
GFMS says that the new machine
achieves highest accuracy and surface
finishes, and can produce micro profiles
down to 50 microns. It also offers the
smallest gap in automatic mode, down to
a few microns, while there’s low electrode
wear per part – up to 50% better. The
latter is achieved via the Intelligent Speed
Power Generator (ISPG). Situated close to
the part, the generator optimises
machining efficiency by eliminating lost
power issues. ISPG also supports new
three-dimensional surface (3DS) texturing
technology. Axis travels are 350 by 250
by 300 mm, with maximum workpiece
dimensions of 790 by 530 by 300 mm.
AC Form HMI features again, as does
technology that flushes out particles from
cavities. Setting this solution against
linear motors, the company says it
“facilitates evacuation of particles in
cavities, thanks to the pulsation speed,
without flushing and without deformation
of the cavity” and that it is a distinct plus
for applications such as connector
technology, ribs or micromachining. ■
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More fuel in the tank
Following a crashing oil price, investment and manufacturing activity in the
UK sector had been hit hard. But the industry is now in recovery mode, with
the latest oil price boost adding further to an increasingly positive mood

S

ector representative body Oil & Gas UK’s
Economic Report 2017, published in
September last year, shows that
“investors see value in a UK continental shelf
that is reinventing itself”, says the
organisation’s marketing intelligence manager,
Adam Davey. And adding weight to that
statement he says that over $6 billion-worth of
mergers and acquisitions took place in the UK’s
upstream industry during the first half of 2017.
And although “market conditions remain tough”
he says that the UK has been able to
differentiate itself “by increasing international
competitiveness, unlocking more efficiency

www.machinery.co.uk

gains and becoming more fiscally attractive”.
These “add to a basin that is already well
known for its exceptional geological
understanding and world-class supply chain,”
Davey continues, adding that the challenge is to
turn this renewed interest into capital
deployment in new projects.
And to help that along, the industry would
like to see a role for oil and gas in the
government’s Industrial Strategy, more certainty
on the implications of Brexit (industry leaders
warning that it could cost them £500 million a
year), continued commitment to the ‘Driving
Investment Plan’ (launched in December 2014

@MachineryTweets July 2018
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that set out “a radical plan to reward
investment in the UKCS at all stages of the
industry life cycle”) and a clear energy policy to
allow the full potential of the basin to be
realised, the spokesman concludes.
In its 2017 report, the organisation says
that the sector continues to support over
300,000 jobs across the economy, but that this
is around one-third below the peak that was
seen in in 2014. And if activity does not pick
up, it could threaten core capabilities within the
supply chain, which spans the country, servicing
both domestic activities and exporting almost
$12 billion (£9 billion) of goods and services to
basins around the world. Latest analysis shows
the decline between 2015-16 was sharper than
previously thought, but there is evidence that
the rate of job loss is slowing to a reduction of
around 13,000 in 2017, compared to almost
60,000 in 2016.
And Scottish Enterprise doesn’t paint a
pretty picture in its April 2018 annual survey of
the sector covering the 2016/17 period
(https://is.gd/gimeru). Total oil and gas supply
chain sales from Scottish-based companies
reached £19.1 billion in 2016, a decrease of
14.4% from 2015 (£22.4 billion), although this
period is described as “the eye of the storm of
the global oil and gas slowdown” by David
Rennie, head of oil and gas at Scottish
Enterprise. That survey data comes from more
than 250 companies employing 31,000,
incidentally. But eight out of 10 businesses are
very or somewhat optimistic about the next two
years, it also reported. Commenting on the
survey, Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of
Commerce chief executive, Russell Borthwick,
said: “The energy sector has long been a
significant contributor to the Scottish economy
and this survey tells us that, despite a
challenging few years, we can be confident that
it will remain so. The progress that has been
made in collaboration and innovation gives real
cause for cautious optimism that the UKCS will
remain viable as a profitable oil and gas
production basin for many years to come.
“And the growing trend towards supply chain
companies moving into overseas markets gives
real encouragement that the goal of ‘anchoring
the supply chain’ in north east Scotland is
achievable. The world-leading technology,
knowledge and experience developed in the
North Sea is highly sought after at an
international level.” Indeed, in its survey,
Scottish Enterprise highlights that Scottish oil
and gas supply chain generated £10.4 billion of
international sales; £4.5 billion export sales
and £5.9 billion sales from international
subsidiaries in the 2016/17 period.
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Scotland First Minister Nicola
Sturgeon welcomes Baker
Hughes’ investment in a subsea
centre of excellence
Over the long term, that optimism should be
borne out. As Oil & Gas UK points out, there is
up to $40 billion-worth of potential investment
opportunities sitting on companies’ business
plans, but UK industry has to continue to
improve efficiency and drive down cost. And at
last year’s Subsea Expo 2017 held in Aberdeen
in February, the organisation unveiled a report
that suggested that potential cost savings of up
to 25% were on offer for North Sea
developments.
Stephen Marcos Jones, business excellence
director, Oil & Gas UK said: “As an industry,
we’ve become used to gold-plating and overspecifying our work. The Subsea
Standardisation Project [https://is.gd/mituvo]
demonstrates how adopting a more simplified
approach can make subsea development far
more affordable.
“This project is a shining example of what
can be achieved when industry experts are
given the license to innovate, share knowledge,
and tackle project delivery with fresh eyes.
‘Collaboration’ is a word banded about a lot,
but this is it in action.
“We hope that by taking on board these
guidelines, companies will be able to unlock
new reserves and in doing so help the UK
continental shelf reach its full potential.”
Included in the publication under the
‘manufacture’ heading is ‘Alternative
manufacturing routes’. This includes “Allowing
manufacture to choose the most efficient lay-up
process” for umbilicals as an example.
Since then and after Oil & Gas UK’s
Economic Report 2017 was written, however,
oil prices have risen to around $75/barrel. The
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2017 report stated that the average price
during the first six months of the year was just
over $51, with that 30% higher than the same
period a year previously. It has fallen back a
little, but with the USA expected to withdraw
from the Iran nuclear deal, predictions of an
$80 barrel are being made. Increased
investment should be the outcome of any
sustained rise in price, of course.
And it’s there to be had. Oil & Gas UK says
that there are up to 20 billion barrels of oil and
gas still to be recovered from the UK
Continental Shelf in the North Sea. And even
before this latest price rise, things had got
moving, as it happens.
Earlier this year, BP announced two new oil
and gas discoveries in the North Sea, and said
that it plans to double production in the basin
to 200,000 barrels a day by 2020. And just
prior to that, Shell committed to boost its North
Sea investment with a plan to redevelop its
Penguins oil and gas field, the company’s first
major project for six years in the basin.
A very recent vote of confidence, too has
been given by energy giant Baker Hughes, a GE
company (BHGE), which, with public backing of
£4.9 million, will itself invest £31 million to
create a world-leading centre of excellence for
subsea manufacturing. Announced at the end
of May, it will be built at BHGE’s existing
location in Montrose and will create 100 new
jobs, adding to its 2,500 existing tally, with the
35-acre site taking in testing and assembly,
research and development, and workforce
training facilities. Work on the project is under
way, with completion expected early next year.
The 35-acre site will include test and
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assembly, research and development (R&D)
and workforce training facilities. It will be among
the most advanced facilities of its kind
anywhere in the world and will pioneer state-ofthe-art manufacturing processes, such as
virtual reality tools, industrial 3D printing,
automation and sensor-equipped machines.
The centre of excellence will design and
manufacture subsea equipment that improves
efficiency and productivity, with R&D focused on
new technologies that reduce costs and lower
the carbon footprint of oil and gas operations.
First Minister Nicola Sturgeon addressed the
Scottish Manufacturing Advisory Service annual
conference in Cumbernauld, where the
investment was announced. She said:
“Manufacturing, which employs more than
180,000 people in Scotland, is crucial to the
success of our economy. Therefore, I welcome
the ambitious plans by BHGE to create a worldleading subsea centre of excellence in
Montrose, supported by Scottish Government
funding.”
Graham Gillies, Vice President-Subsea
Production Systems & Services, BHGE, said:
“This is very welcome news for the oil and gas
industry, and for the UK manufacturing sector in
particular. We are investing in our facilities
globally and our collaborative approach with
Scottish Enterprise is a strong example of how
we are supporting a more sustainable future for
this industry.
“Subsea technology is undoubtedly one of
the UK’s greatest export success stories, with
industry-leading technology and solutions being
designed and manufactured here, and installed
across basins worldwide.”
The positive sentiment that this
demonstrates for BHGE is more broadly shared,
in fact. According to the recent 28th Oil and Gas
survey, undertaken by Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce, KPMG and the Fraser
of Allander Institute, almost two thirds (64%) of
contractors are more confident about doing
business than they were a year ago, with only
8% being less confident. That net 56% balance
is greater than the +39% revealed by the
previous survey and is the highest net positive
balance since spring 2013. The report added
that investment had recovered, with 41% of
contractors now working at or above optimum
levels in the UK Continental Shelf – the highest
figure since autumn 2014. Furthermore, 70% of
firms are forecasting an increase in profits in
2018, no doubt also helped by the fact that,
since 2014, unit operating costs have been
halved, the report also reveals. Oil & Gas UK
says they are expected to fall further, to around
$14 per barrel of oil equivalent this year. ■
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Nuclear options
The Nuclear AMRC is leading two new R&D projects to address
fundamental challenges in nuclear part manufacturing – the Inform and
Simple projects. And small modular [nuclear] reactors (SMRs) are being
mooted as a possible solution to the UK’s energy requirements, with
Rolls-Royce leading a consortium of British companies to design an SMR
and working with the Nuclear AMRC on that project
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rofessor Steve Jones,
chief technology officer of
the Nuclear AMRC,
explains: “Simple and Inform are
based on the two different
philosophies of manufacturing
large high value components –
taking the part to the machine,
and taking the machine to the
part. Both projects aim to provide
significant improvements to UK
productivity, potentially cutting
manufacturing time and cost by half for a
variety of large nuclear parts.
“By developing innovative approaches to the
fundamental challenges of manufacturing, these
projects will help the UK’s nuclear supply chain
to compete globally. These technologies could
also provide major benefits to other high-value
manufacturing sectors, such as offshore
renewables or oil and gas.”
The Inform project (intelligent fixtures for
optimised and radical manufacture) will develop
an adaptive fixturing system to ease the
movement of large parts around a factory, and
ensure precision throughout forging, machining,
welding, inspection and assembly.
The project will develop a through-life fixture
that can hold large components while they
undergo a range of operations, and facilitate
movement between tools. With sensors linked
to actuators and manipulators, the fixture will
automatically adjust its grip to minimise
distortion during movement and manufacturing.
The fixturing technology will be demonstrated
on large cylindrical parts representing a twothirds scale replica of a mid-range reactor
pressure vessel.
The Nuclear AMRC is leading the project,
backed by around £1.1 million project funding,
with partners that include fixturing specialist
MetLase, Sheffield Forgemasters, Cambridge
Vacuum Engineering, NPL and TWI.
Announced at the end of last year, project
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funding
will support
collaborative R&D over
20 months, and follows an
initial three-month feasibility study by the
Nuclear AMRC. Ultimately, the project aims to
cut cost and time for manufacturing large
complex nuclear components on a series of
dedicated platforms by at least 50%.
Simple (single manufacturing platform
environment), announced at the same time as
Inform, is supported by £1.35 million of project
funding, with the Nuclear AMRC leading a
research consortium that includes two of its
sister centres within the High Value
Manufacturing Catapult, the Advanced Forming
Research Centre and AMRC with Boeing, as well
as the University of Sheffield physics
department, TWI and Peak NDT.
In the first phase, the partners will develop
an integrated welding and monitoring system
that combines a range of sensors and testing
tools with an automated arc welding head. This
will allow automated in-process inspection of
welds, improving quality and reducing the risk of
weld failure leading to costly scrapping or
rework.
Further development could then integrate
this tool with a comprehensive selection of
machining, cladding and inspection heads on a
single large manufacturing platform. By
combining conventional and advanced
techniques onto a single platform, the project
aims to achieve cost and time savings of at
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least 50% for a range of complex fabrications.
Simple will focus on large components
measuring at least 2 m, such as pressure
vessel sections, large valve casings and
decommissioning waste containers.
Simple and Inform are funded by the
Department for Business, Energy & Industry
Strategy (BEIS) through the Small Business
Research Initiative (SBRI) managed by
government’s Innovate UK.
Turning to SMRs, these are reactors that
produce no more than 300 MW of electricity. In
December last year, the government closed
phase one of its SMRs competition, with 33
companies set to get their hands on an
estimated £100 million of public funding. This
competition follows a government feasibility
report that was published in 2014.
That market study concluded that there is a
very significant market for SMRs where they fulfil
a market need that cannot, in all circumstances,
be met by large nuclear plants. The size of the
potential SMR market is calculated to be
approximately 65-85 GW by 2035, valued at
£250-£400 billion. The report estimates the UK
market as around 7 GW produced by SMRs by
2035.
The report identified four SMR designs as
potentially meeting both technical and financial
requirements and potentially viable within a 10year time frame. In all cases, it said, “there is
the possibility for UK involvement in the design
and all have indicated that they would be
interested in further developing discussions
about collaborative partnerships with the UK”.
Rolls-Royce, one of the 33 competition
winners, and leading a consortium of ARUP,
Laing O’Rourke, Nuvia and AMEC Foster Wheeler,
identifies the benefits of SMRs for the UK as:
safe, reliable and affordable low-carbon
electricity, helping the UK
deliver on its 2050
decarbonisation
commitments; reduced
reliance on foreign gas
imports and ‘intermittent
generation’ technologies,
strengthening the
country’s energy security;
40,000 skilled jobs; £100
billion boost to the UK
economy (2030-2050)
through development,
manufacture, operation,
exports and
decommissioning;
a reinvigorated UK
nuclear-certified supply
chain, providing
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everything from research and raw materials to
high-tech manufacturing and services; access to
a £400 billion global export opportunity (watch
the Rolls-Royce video: https://is.gd/vatiyi). An
SMR will deliver power at £60/MWh – for Hinkley
Point C, the wholesale price charged is fixed at
£92.50/MWh.
In February this year, Rolls-Royce awarded a
contract to the Nuclear AMRC to develop a
module demonstrator for the UK SMR. The
demonstrator will develop an understanding of
modules and underpin the early stage design
principles that are pertinent to deliver cost and
programme certainty for the manufacture,
construction and through-life operation of its UK
SMR power plants.
Matt Blake, Rolls-Royce chief engineer – SMR,
said: “Modular design is central to our UK SMR
Power Station, not only for the reactor
components but for the construction of the entire
plant. The UK SMR uses road-transportable
modules that are completed in factories and
transported for direct ‘plug and play’ installation
on site, allowing a fleet of reactors to be built
and operated with much greater levels of cost
certainty and operational efficiency.”
Johnny Stephenson, Nuclear AMRC business
development manager, said: “This is a fantastic
project for our new modular manufacturing
research facility in Birkenhead, where we are
developing and evaluating a range of
modularisation techniques which could be used
to build a new fleet of SMRs. We will work with
the UK SMR consortium to explore both physical
and digital aspects of modularisation, using
technologies that have the potential to deliver
significant savings in the manufacture, assembly
and operation of SMR power stations.” Earliest
SMR deployment is put at 2030; there will be
more hurdles, political and technical. ■
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Machining powerhouses
A theme in the energy sector is the need to cut challenging materials,
often in a single cycle. Three companies have invested in machinery that
delivers on power, plus cycle and set-up time reduction, while another
has boosted performance via CADCAM software adoption

B

razilian firm Etage Indústria e Comércio
Ltda has installed a WFL M120 Millturn
with a maximum turning diameter of
1,180 mm and centre distance of 3 m (Kyal
Machine Tools, https://is.gd/ebeced) at its new
factory. Employing more than 100, the firm has
a 22-year track record and specialises in the
manufacturing of components for the steel
industry, the oil and gas sector, the
petrochemical industry and many other
industrial arenas.
Machining highly complex and hard-tomachine materials, the company has
succeeded in achieving average growth of 30%
year on year over the last 20 years. Says
managing director Thomas Damm: “This seems
impressive, but it also presents us with a
particular challenge. We view our high degree of
diversification within the market as the key to
security and growth. Thanks to our presence on
the market and our broad service portfolio, we
have been able to position ourselves well and
we have developed an excellent customer base.
We have succeeded in building up a great deal
of competence with regard to materials, which
enables us to always offer our customers the
best solution in each case.”
So, based on this success, in 2016 Etage
moved to new company premises. “It became
necessary to adapt the production layout to
meet the increasing demand. When you are
planning for the future, which for Etage means
looking at least 10 years ahead, you must also

create the conditions to enable it to happen,”
says Damm. “On top of that, it was clear to us
that we also needed to make major changes to
our machine infrastructure. The various markets
that we serve have completely different
requirements. In the oil and gas industries, we
receive clear instructions with regard to how the
parts are to be manufactured. However, in other
markets, we are able to stand out from the
competition by providing our customers with
very specific suggestions regarding design and
materials.”
During the move to its new site, Etage put
much thought into its future machine concept.
“It was clear to us that we would need to rely
on the best equipment when it came to
machinery. We evaluated all of the options on
the market to ascertain which solutions would
be best suited to the performance of our tasks.
Based on our previous experiences, we were
aware that we were losing a lot of time in
connection with set-up times and that we were
therefore also having to put up with losses in
total runtime. For that reason, we were looking
specifically for a machining centre that would
offer us the greatest possible potential in that
area,” reflects Damm.
The company looked at various systems
before settling on WFL, whose machines
combined the greatest number of advantages in
a single unit. “We had some parts for which we
used to perform rough machining on a turning
machine. For the drilling and milling operations,

Destec Engineering’s Doosan
Puma VTS 1620M allows for
one-hit manufacture of the
company’s components
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The WFL M120 at Brazil’s
Etage Indústria e Comércio Ltda
is supporting single-clamping
production of large components

Innovative Performance
The E Series Concept
Combines conventional, manual
data input and CNC versatility
within one machine and control
system

we needed to clamp the part to a different
machine. After that, we had to continue
machining it on a turning machine. The part was
moved around the company several times, which
brought with it a great deal of risk, as there was
a chance that the part could become damaged.
Not only that, but each clamping procedure that
was performed had an impact on precision. And
that’s before we even mention set-up times,”
says the managing director.
“The machine needed to provide a high
output with high torque, while at the same time
guaranteeing excellent precision. It needed to
provide us with the possibility of machining
different sized tools at the same time. It had to
allow for simultaneous machining. We also
wanted to be able to perform turning and milling
using driven tools and have a swivelling B-axis,
in order to reduce set-up times and, last but not
least, we wanted simple programs to cover a
large number of different workpieces and a nice
big tool magazine,” adds Adriano Feitosa,
process engineer. The Siemens control and
ability to use Topsolid (MCL CADCAM, https://
is.gd/imezum) to program it were also plus
point, the company adds.
The 3 m centre distance M120 was actually
a compromise; a clamping length of 5 m would
have been ideal, but the smaller machine was
available more quickly. The firm is already
considering an M80 or M85 having 4.5 to 6 m
centre distance, however.
The switch to the new machine brought with
it significant advantages. Says Feitosa: “We
were able to achieve enormous reductions in
the machining time of a part used in the oil and
gas industry. Thanks to the WFL machine,
several turning, drilling and milling operations,
which we previously had to perform on separate
machines, can now be efficiently handled in a
single clamping. As a result, the machining time
has been reduced from 5 hours to just 50
minutes. When you also take account of the
fact that changeover times can be completely
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eliminated and that the risk of damage during
the transportation of parts between machines
is no longer present, you can get a good idea of
what exactly this means for us.”
And he concludes: “All things considered,
the performance of the M120 Millturn is rather
impressive. It is like a plane that is being flown
in zero visibility. When everything is well
prepared, when all checks have been
successfully carried out and when all processes
have been properly performed, nothing can
possibly go wrong. When the process steps are
correctly followed, smooth running is
guaranteed. What the machine is then able to
achieve is impressive. In spite of its small
installation area, the M120 Millturn offers the
best possible degrees of precision and
productivity for the rough machining of large
parts right through to the precision machining
of highly complex geometries in the micron
range.”
At Lincolnshire-based Destec Engineering, a
Doosan Puma VTS 1620M vertical ram-type
turning centre from Mills CNC (https://is.gd/
edocag) has been installed in support of the
manufacture of parts for containment vessels,
which are used extensively, although not
exclusively, by customers operating in the highly
regulated offshore sector. Parts tackled by the
machine take in large, heavy and performancecritical precision components made from hard
and difficult-to-machine materials that include
Inconel, stainless steels and duplex.
Specific high pressure containment systems
designed and manufactured by Destec include
the company’s best-selling G-Range Clamp
Connector and GSB Single-Bolt Subsea
Connector ranges. All components are
machined to high accuracies and surface
finishes, and have been designed to perform
under adverses pressure (up to 25,000 psi),
temperature and thermal shock conditions.
Many components used in Destec’s larger
connectors are being machined on the new
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E90/110/120/150/175
Oil and gas industries

• Robust design for precision
and stablility
• Multiple tooling turret options
• Large spindle bores upto
580 mm diameter
• Automated cycles fast and
simple communication
between man and machine
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HORIZONTAL /
VERTICAL LATHES
FOR ULTRA
PRECISION
TECHNOLOGY

LoneStar Leeds’ Hartford Super vertical
machining centre has halved machining cycle
times on oil and gas industry gate valves and
associated components
Doosan VTS 1620M. Says John Mullenger,
Destec’s operations manager: “We needed
additional large vertical turning capacity to meet
demand and to integrate into our customised,
made-to-order manufacturing operation.
“We had a number of specific requirements,
in addition to the machine’s working range and
table load capacity, that needed to be satisfied
and, armed with our list of ‘must haves’, we
investigated the market and approached a
number of machine tool suppliers.” As part of
the machine tool search, Destec visited Mills
CNC’s Technology Campus facility in
Leamington, where company representatives
were able to view the VTS 1620M.
The firm’s key criteria for the new machine
included its power, rigidity, flexibility and
ergonomic design. The VTS 1620M is of box
guideway design and has a maximum turning
diameter of 2,000 mm, maximum turning height
of 1,556 mm and 1,600 mm work table with a
maximum table load of 10,000 kg. The machine
weighs 30,000 kg and features a rigid X-type
cast Meehanite column structure that reduces
deflection. The table is driven by a 45 kW/250
rpm heavy duty, high torque spindle featuring
large diameter cross-taper roller bearings and a
twin-gear drive that delivers high rigidity and
zero backlash.
And with its driven tooling capability, parts
can be completed in a single set-up. The
machine’s ram rotary spindle (18.5 kW/3,000
rpm) and servo-driven C-axis table enables the
VTS 1620M to undertake high accuracy milling,
drilling and tapping operations.
Says Mullenger: “The VTS 1620M is a
solidly built machine and was 10 tonnes
heavier than other competitor machines we
looked at.
“We’ve been impressed with the machine’s
cutting capabilities. Parts can be machined
efficiently and the machine’s driven tooling
capabilities means we benefit from reduced

The Settling Rooms, Springfield Street.
MARKET HARBOROUGH. Leicestershire LE16 8BD
Tel No. 01858 467182
e-mail: simon@kyalmachinetools.co.uk
www.kyalmachinetools.co.uk
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cycle times. The VTS 1620M has helped us
reduce production bottlenecks caused by us
having to transfer parts between machines.”
Destec’s final requirement concerned the
ergonomic design of the machine – in particular
the efficient and safe loading and unloading of
workpieces, and good operator visibility of the
machining area.
Mullenger again: “There is good unrestricted
access to the VTS 1620M’s working area that
facilitates trouble-free workpiece loading and
unloading. In addition, the machine’s large door
and position of the control console provides
good visibility to machine operators.”
And he concludes: “We needed a machine
that could deliver high volumetric removal rates
and super fine finishes, and be able to maintain
cutting performance and process reliability over
long machining runs.
“The VTS 1620M’s technical specifications,
plus the fact that the machine was backed by
Mills’ excellent after-sales service and support,
all contributed to the purchase decision.
“Since installation, the machine has
performed well and we are delighted with it.”
At LoneStar Leeds’ Precision Components
Division, a Hartford Super vertical machining
centre has halved machining cycle times on oil
and gas industry gate valves and associated
components, but is additionally now the heart
of a highly efficient machining cell that will
supply customers in the nuclear and aerospace
sectors, too.
Says divisional managing director Jon
Collinge: “Oil and gas component machinists
are being challenged on a global basis, with
companies from countries including India and
Tunisia also now in the frame.
“So, the success of investing in this new
machine is crucial to our need to remain
competitive with our traditional oil and gas
component work, as well as to also meet our
aspirations of becoming a supplier of choice to
clients in the nuclear and aerospace sectors.”
The company is on the Fit for Nuclear
programme via the Nuclear AMRC, in fact.
Operations director David Tennant adds:
“Being able to achieve such fantastic
reductions in lead times with the Hartford is
also enabling us to move other workpieces onto
the machine, to absorb the extra available
capacity, so the new machine is actually having
repercussions throughout our production
flowlines.”
Specialising in families of valve block parts
for subsea applications, as well as other
precision machined components, LoneStar –
part of a global group that includes specialised
operations for fasteners and sealing
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technologies – has by necessity maintained a
reputation for high class machining of critical
workpieces in high nickel alloys and stainless
steels, for example.
The need for a new machining centre was
prompted by the need to replace an ageing
vertical machining centre and, initially, the
company envisaged having to purchase a likefor-like very large capacity machine to gain the
horsepower ratings it was used to.
“We soon discovered, however, that the
Hartford Super HCMC 2082 – which with X, Y, Z
axes capacities of 2,060 by 820 by 820 mm
and a 2,150 by 820 mm table is smaller than
the machine it replaced – offered the machining
power we wanted,” Tennant says.
“It effectively stood alone as a machine that
would provide an impressive torque rating of
670 Nm (from the 26 kW spindle motor), which
is much more than is available on machines of

comparable size.
“Of course, we considered all other aspects
of the machine in addition to its spindle torque
rating; including, of course, its rigidity [onepiece heavy duty cast iron bed combined with
box guide ways], reliability and overall value for
money, and we spoke to existing users of
Hartford machines. In addition, we knew that
the supplier, T W Ward CNC Machinery
(https://is.gd/ﬁdivu), has a solid, longestablished track record.
And he concludes: “After various machining
trials and test cuts, which included a full
evaluation of the milling, boring and drilling
routines required on gate valves, we found that
the Hartford enabled us to confidently double
the machining feeds we could use, compared to
what had been employed previously, and it is
this increase which we believe generated the
significant cycle time savings.” ■

Open Mind leverages Mazak investment
Sub-drill has invested heavily in modern Mazak machine tools (https://is.gd/otocah), Open
Mind CAM software (https://is.gd/gatuno) and, in 2014, a new factory in support of the
manufacture of its own brand of products and support services for the offshore sector, which it
continually extends. Results have been truly amazing.
Explains Mark Paton, operations director at Sub-drill: “With difficult market conditions, we
knew we had to invest in new technology to streamline the business, improve productivity,
reduce costs and generate efficiency savings to improve our competitiveness.” The company
has progressively installed there new Mazaks, taking in a Mazak E500H turning centre with
a 3 m bed and 5-axis capability, a Mazak Nexus 450 II M and Mazak Integrex e-670 turning
centre with a 4 m bed and large through-spindle, enabling machining of larger more complex
parts. The machine has 70 bar coolant system and supports gun-drilling on complex parts for
the oil and gas industry. It is the first machine of its type in Scotland with the new Mazak
Smooth control system.
Continues Paton: “The flexibility of the new machines, the ability
to reduce set-ups and conduct one-hit machining has taken
the production of large high strength carbon steel, stainless
steel, P550 non-magnetic stainless, super duplex and Inconel
The Sub-drill Vort-X
components and projects from 20-30 weeks down to eight-10
Drilling System is now
weeks. The arrival of Open Mind Technologies’ hyperMILL CAM
manufactured 75%
software has been instrumental in reducing lead times and
faster with hyperMILL
improving our machining capabilities.”
Prior to the arrival of hyperMILL at the 20-employee firm, all
components were programmed on the shopfloor utilising the Mazak Mazatrol and Smooth
control systems. But Sub-drill’s new tools and equipment required more complex geometries
to be machined, with excessive programming times, significant challenges with toolpaths
and production times becoming issues. Added to this, Sub-drill manufactures its own brand
of ‘Handle Style Lift Caps’ for the off-shore industry. The programming was too complex to
undertake at the machine and the only feasible solution was to look into CAM software.
Says Paton: “We spoke with Mazak and our shopfloor staff that had previously used CAM
software, they all categorically recommended hyperMILL. We discussed the project with Open
Mind and they happily delivered a solution with hyperMILL last year.”
Programming times have been reduced from four to five days to around eight hours.
Complex tool forms that couldn’t be programmed with the latest CNC control are now
programmed on hyperMILL in four to six hours, using cycles such as Shape Offset Roughing/
Finishing and Open Mind’s trochoidal milling cycles to deliver efficient cycle times.
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Renewable energy:
A globally local
issue, states CGTech
The generation of energy and the potentially harmful effects of the
by-products created during its generation and end use are a
concern to us all. Here, Tony Shrewsbury, managing director of
CGTech, highlights how the company’s advanced CNC simulation
and optimisation software is playing a key role in improving the
bigger picture

L

ast year, across all measurable
sectors – transport, domestic,
industry and services – the UK
consumed around 192,000 ktoe* (kilo
tonnes of oil equivalent) of energy, lower
than our EU neighbours France and
Germany. And, as a nation the UK’s
energy consumption is at its lowest
since 1970.
According to the 2017 report from the
Department of Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy: ‘Energy Consumption
in the UK’, transport accounts for the
lion’s share of all energy used at 40% of
the total, followed by domestic

Targets will require 30% of the UK’s
electricity be generated renewably
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consumption at 29% and industry at
17%.
“We know that, as a nation, we are
tasked by European governance to
increase the level of renewable energy
generated. With a 15% renewables
target overall across all energy, this
breaks down to 30% in electricity, 12%
in heat and 10% in transport. Currently
there is no breakdown of the
technologies used, it is simply an allenergy target,” explains Tony
Shrewsbury.
“Fortunately, we are endowed with
vast and varied renewable energy
resources. We have the best wind, wave
and tidal resources in Europe. So, the
UK is one of the world leaders in wind
generated power, with a total of nearly
9,000 turbines already installed, such
that last year over 15% of our electricity
came from wind. With an offshore
capacity of 6,000 MW already installed,
and a further 1,600 MW capacity due
between now and 2019, added to an
onshore wind capacity that currently
stands at over 12,000 MW, large sites
are already operating and are also under
further construction. Of course, our
challenge is to bring costs down to make
the technology more accessible.”
Many of the leading industry
manufacturers of mid-to-large-scale wind
turbines, such as Siemens Wind Power,
Vestas, Senvion and Samsung, as well
as the businesses within the supporting

manufacturing supply chains, use
CGTech’s independent machine tool
simulation and optimisation software
VERICUT.
“VERICUT helps manufacturing
companies achieve the efficient and
reliable machining of the vast range of
complex mechanical components
required by wind turbines to harness the
force of the wind and convert it into
power for the UK national grid. The
metallic components range from the
hydraulic or electromechanical blade
pitch adjusters within the rotor hub that
alter the angle of the blade to control its
speed, to the low-to-high speed gearbox
that increases the blade rotation shaft
speed of 15 to 20 rpm up to around
1,800 rpm for the electrical generator,”
Tony Shrewsbury says.
“By necessity, the parts are complex
and, subsequently, they require
advanced machine tools and
technologies to produce them. It is not
unusual for these components to have
machining cycle times that run over
days, with hundreds of thousands of
lines of NC code driving the machine tool
control system. While the quantities are
not large, the costs of the raw materials
and potential penalties for late deliveries
are high. Which is why many of the
manufacturers within the supply chains
rely on VERICUT.
“Toolpath verification and
optimisation are two of the best ways to
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VERICUT software is being used to
support both metal and composite part
production for wind turbines

dramatically improve any manufacturing
operation and save money… with
relatively little effort. Machine shops
might be tempted to use the embedded
verification that comes with many CAM
systems. However, not all verification
software is created equal. As VERICUT
uses the NC code to verify toolpaths and
all machine axis moves, the software
can check that the post-processed
CADCAM program is free from errors
that could lead to collisions between the
cutting tool and the workpiece, fixturing
or even the structure of the machine tool
itself.
“A single mistake can scrap a part,
break a cutter, or crash a machine,
leaving the business short of capacity.
VERICUT accurately emulates CNC
control logic. Each control in the
workshop can be accurately simulated to
account for different types of machines,
programs, parts and functions.”
Optimising the machining process
improves the overall efficiency for any
manufacturing business and CGTech
offers two modules to achieve this,
OptiPath and FORCE. As a knowledgebased machining system, through the
simulation process VERICUT learns the
exact depth, width and angle of each
cut. So, the software knows exactly how
much material is removed by each cut
segment. With that knowledge, OptiPath
divides the motion into smaller
segments. Where necessary, based on
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the amount of material removed in each
segment, it assigns the best feed rate
for each cutting condition encountered.
It then outputs a new toolpath, identical
to the original but with improved feed
rates. Importantly, it does not alter the
trajectory of the cutting tool.
FORCE is an alternative optimisation
method that determines the maximum
reliable feed rate for a given cutting
condition, based on established physical
data: the force on the cutter, spindle
power, and maximum chip thickness.
It excels in difficult-to-machine materials
and complex multi-axis cuts, such as
5-axis flank milling.
“It is not just the metallic components
that benefit from VERICUT software,”

states Tony Shrewsbury. “The nacelle that
houses these parts, along with the blades,
are produced from composite fibre
reinforced thermal set resin materials.
These are extremely lightweight (a key
requirement is the minimisation of the
rotational mass of the turbine) and very
strong to withstand the multi-directional
forces of the wind.
“For these composite applications,
VERICUT provides machine-independent
off-line programming and simulation
software for CNC composite fabrication
machinery. It is a powerful set of tools for
composite part designers, mechanical
engineers, process engineers, NC
programmers and manufacturing
engineers.”
Even the current machine tool
technology trends involving hybrid additivesubtractive manufacturing processes have
been addressed by VERICUT. Tony
Shrewsbury concludes: “We can simulate
laser cladding and other additive
processes that build up the component
material. VERICUT reads laser parameters,
controls laser wattage, flow of carrier gas
and metallic powder, directly from the NC
program. This ensures proper and collisionfree use of additive CNC equipment. And
the virtual part model is accurately
generated, so it can be transferred directly
to a traditional material removal process
and finished using cutting tools or grinding
wheels, if required.” ■
*The Government and the Ofﬁce of
National Statistic use ktoe as a
benchmark to aggregate the various
energy sources to one equivalent: One
ktoe is set at 11,630 kWh.

The UK is a leader in the use of wind power
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CNC Training/Programming

Cleaning & Degreasing

CNC SOLUTIONS UK
Training & Application Specialists in
Fanuc, Heidenhain, Siemens & Fagor

% 07977 290044

W: www.cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk
E: Sales@cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk

Deep Hole Drilling

www.mollart.com
In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Precision Cleaning
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Precision deep hole drilling from
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01420 544909
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• Gun drilling as small as 0.5 mm
• Thin-wall expertise
• Added value turning and milling
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GARDNER
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CNC Machining/Services

Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
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energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.
Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
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• CNC Milling
• CNC Turning
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news, follow us
on twitter
@Machinerytweets

www.subcondrilling.co.uk

SALES

Visit our website for a large
selection of high quality
used wire erosion and spark erosion machines.

SPARES & ACCESSORIES

New and used spares and accessories always available.

EDM SALES & SERVICES
T: +44 (0)1594 826779 F: +44 (0)1594 826748
E: sales@edm.co.uk W: www.edm.co.uk

Honing

TB T
UK LIMITED

PRECISION DEEP HOLE DRILLING

• Deep hole drilling machines in
standard and special design
• Gun drills and accessories
• Deep hole drilling units and coolant
systems
Probably
the largest
• Subcontract deep hole
stock of
gundrills in
drilling service
the UK
• Spares and service for
TBT, GKT and SIG machines
TBT UK Limited, Gorsey Lane,
Coleshill, Birmingham B46 1JU
Tel: 01675 433250 • Fax: 01675 433260
Email: info@tbtuk.com

Precision Cleaning
Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.
Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

www.subcondrilling.co.uk

Final Cleaning
In-process Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Spraywash

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

Deep Hole Drilling

Deep Hole Drilling Deep Hole Boring CNC Gundrilling

EDM Drilling CNC Milling CNC Honing CNC Turning

We’re precise . . . 92% Excellence Rating, 99% On Time Delivery, 99% Product Quality, 98% 24hr Quotes . . . from start to perfect ﬁnish.
Hone-All Precision Limited Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 4UH Telephone 0845 5555 111 E.mail sales@hone-all.co.uk hone-all.co.uk

FM 38790

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Paula Swann on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: paula.swann@markallengroup.com

Spindle Repair

Precision Spindle
Rebuilding
We offer a complete rebuild
service of:
• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.
For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD

Spraywash

In-process Cleaning • Final Cleaning
Degreasing • Phosphate Coating
Rust/Paint Removal

Subcontract Services

Specialists in Machining &
Gear Cutting
• 5 Axis CNC Machined Parts
• Precision Gears up to 600mm
• Ground Gears up to 400mm

01420 544909

• Gear Racks up to 3 metres long

sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

For your subcontract machining and gear
cutting requirements contact us today:

T: +44 (0) 161 432 0222
E: enquiries@minigears.co.uk

To advertise here
please call

www.minigears.co.uk

Paula Swann
on 01322
221144
Subcontract Services

Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
Tel: 02476 366503 Fax: 02476 361979
Email: will@technovaprecision.com
Web: www.technovaprecision.com

SPINDLE REBUILD
AND REPAIR

Express Laser Cutting
Water Jet Cutting
Metal Fabrication
cheshirelasercut.co.uk

SPINDLE TYPES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CNC Machining
Centres
CNC Lathes
Grinders
Boring Heads
Head Stocks
Tail Stocks
Conventional Machine Tools etc.

For all the latest
news, follow us
on twitter
@Machinerytweets

Wanted Machine Tools

Wanted Welding Plant

01606 45405
Ultrasonic Cleaning

Workholding
TIME TO SELL
Welding Equipment
CNC Plasma Cutters
Positioning Machinery

In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Spraywash
Ultrasonics

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

HAINBUCH is a world leader in the design
and manufacturing of extremely precise
and exceptionally rigid work holding
solutions. We specialize in difﬁcult
applications yielding exceptional results.
Call: +44 [0] 1543 478710

Click: www.hainbuch.com

Old stock or surplus used plant
Top prices paid and no
messing around!
T: +44 116 2983631
E: purchasing@westermans.com
W: westermans.com
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this month

Open arms for Russia; hopeful ambitions for the EU market; X-ray investment sees
through metal ﬂaws; friction stir welding; 3D printing investment; chlorinated solvent
legislation; Kennametal buys Hertel; new name in presses

july 1993
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Government
avoids defeat over
Maastrict Treaty
(superseded today
by Lisbon)

MI5 booklet reveals for
first time publicly its
activities, operations &
duties; identifies Stella
Rimington as director
general

▼

Harry Kane,
England
striker, born
28 July

▼

Public sector
trade union
UNISON formed
by merger of
three other
bodies

▼
Windows
NT 3.1 is
MS’s first
NT operating
system, 32-bit

▼

Tsunami kills
230 on the small
island of Okushiri,
Hokkaido,
Japan

Lysenko.A /stock.adobe.com

▼

▼
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Key Events
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it against a surface) is revealed by TWI (formerly The Welding
Institute). Used to join abutting surfaces, holes are drilled into two
parts to be joined, into which the rods are then placed and rotated,
with material flowing to fill the hole and welding the two parts
together.
Friction welding is 100 years old, we note, but report on a very
modern technology, as well. A £220,000 3D printing machine –
Helysis LOM 2030 (LOM=laminated object manufacturing) – has
been sold by Birmingham-based machine tool agent Umak to the
newly-formed European Centre of Excellence in rapid prototyping at
the University of Warwick. It is the first such machine to be sold
outside America.
Moving to international matters, the effect of the Montreal
Protocol on chlorinated solvent emissions, implemented via an EU
Directive, is impacting those supplying and using solvent-based
degreasing agents, as well as coolants. Castrol is saying that
aqueous cleaning is the only acceptable route. Chlorinated solvents
have also been removed from its latest synthetic metalworking
fluid, too, along with phenols and nitrites. We also report that
America’s Kennnametal Inc is set to acquire a majority
shareholding in German tooling firm Hertel and that new-name-inthe-UK Clearing International is operating from Darlaston. It is the
merger of press experts Verson Wilkins and Clearing Europe,
following Verson Wilkins’ parent Verson International’s purchase of
US-based Clearing International. In build is a £5.5 million, 2,500
tonne tri-axis press for a French automotive customer.
Features this month include: a look at the advantages of
purpose-specific machines, such as mills, borers and drilling
machines, comparing them with general-purpose machining
centres; how UK companies can succeed internationally; replacing
chlorinated solvents for degreasing; environmentally-friendly
disposal of coolants; pros and cons of modular tooling; a gear
manufacturing special report; plus one of our regular subcontracting
supplements, with exporting to Europe the lead feature. ■
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ith the new openness of Russia, following the
collapse of the USSR in 1991, some 120
organisations from the country’s eight main military
sectors had been in Birmingham at an event,
Russian Conversion 93, to sell for peaceful commercial purposes
technology developed over the past 40 years. UK astronaut Helen
Sharman opened the event, having been helped into space by
Russian technology. And there was a ‘green’ element to the
gathering, we observed, with the visitors able to highlight
processes for recycling the tonnes of metals derived from vehicles
and armaments. Just then, destroying military capability was vogue.
With our wide-open arms of 1993 today now tightly folded, as far
as Russia is concerned, we are looking forward to the benefits of
the EU this month 25 years ago, again in contrast to a
180°-opposed direction of travel today. With a devalued pound,
internationally-recognised quality standards and approvals in place,
UK subcontractors have available to them a sea of opportunity in
an open Europe, we believe – a £90 billion opportunity. Today,
made-in-the-EU local content rules could see work disappearing
after Brexit; the ‘sea of opportunity’ withdrawing from our shores,
perhaps. How the world changes.
We have news this month of a steel castings foundry that has
invested £450,000 in X-ray inspection equipment
to deliver super-fast inspection, giving the firm a
technical and competitive edge, both for inhouse and subcontract use. Elsewhere,
British Steel Distribution has concluded
the biggest reorganisation it has seen
in the last decade; it now boasts 41
sites offering strip, general steel
and tube from 62 companies. And
an early version of friction stir
welding (melting a
consumable rod by rotating

PA

years ago

